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NTRODUCT dN

The present report, commissioned by the Plannin gsecretariat of the Swedish Interna-

tional Development Authority (SIDA), is an attempt to summarise the major findings
of four macroeconomic evaluations of Swedish import support carried outin late 1991

and 1992.

The report begins with a briel' Ove1view of Swedish aid Objectives, and of the

changing role of import support in Swedish aid policies.
In a second chapter, some key issues related to the macroeconomic impact of

foreign aid in general, and of import support in particular, are discussed. This overview
is intended as a theoretical background, and is largely carried out independently ofthe
four evaluation reports.

The third (zhapter is a presentation ofdifferences and similarities between the four
(rountries Linder review: Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, Nicaragua and Vietnam.

The last part of the report is a presentation of major results from the four case

studies.

lt should be stressed that although the first three chapters have benefitted grcatly
from the analyses made in the four case studies, the authors of the coun t1yreports bear

no responsibility fbi the presentation made in these introductory chapters.
They have. on the other hand, to assume almost all responsibilitvfor the statenients

made in the last part, where my alm is to present, as faithfully as possible, the findings
of the four country reports,while keeping my own comments to abare minimum. This
also means that l (lo not necessarily share all the opinions and conclusions presented.

Stork/zulm. Deeembrr 1992

Stefan d€ Wide!"
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ExEcuT vE $UMMARY

Sweden's bilateral balance of payments support, including dc-bt relief and import

support, amounts to approximately 1.5 billion SEKper year. It constitutes over ten per

cent ofsweden's total aid, and around twenty per cent of the bilateral prograinn1e. In

addition, Sweden also participates in international programmes for balance ol' pav-

ments support. including debt relief.
The four countries discussed in the present report, which is based on evaluations

of the macroeconomic impact of'Swedish import support to Guinea-Bissau, Mozam-

bique, Nicaragua and Vietnam, account for almost lilly per ('enl of Sweden"s total

balance of payments support.
Swedish import support, or, it was called in the past, cornmodity support, has

generally aimed at reaching the growth objective. In many t'ountries - including

Mozambique, Nicaragua and V ietnam - this form of assistance has also been justified

with reference to the objective of supporting national independence.

During the 19705 and early 19805, import support was often regarded as a residual,

a somewhat inferior form of aid which comple1nented traditional project and pro-

gramme aid when jack ofadministrative capacity atSIDA and/ or the recipientcountrv
made it difncult to disburse the entire country allocation on "high-quality" develo

mentassistance.The major advantage with commodity aid was that itwas easyto handle

and quickly disbursed.
Most of the countries with a low absorptive capacity of project aid were, however,

also characterised by weak administrations and poor macroeconomic policies.
The result of the earlier tendencv to regard import support as a resiclual when

ordinarydevelopment assistance appeared too difficultwas, somewhat paradoxically,

that the "messier" Ei particular country was, the more likely was it that Sweden disbursed

a high percentage of the country allocation on import support.
In the 19805, macroeconomics came back to the forefront in the international

debate about development assistance. Largely as a result of the protracted debt crisis,

and the hugo macroeconomic imbalances that surfaced in a majority of Third World

countries, the role of a sound macroeconomic environment as a precondition for

successful development assistance was increasingly emphasised by the international

donor community.

SIDA Evaluation Report 2/93 5



M part of this international trend, Sweden started to pay more attention to

macroeconomic matters, and developed more elaborate guidelines for import sup-

port. Shortage of foreign exchange in the recipient country remained an important
criterion, but the shortage should mainly be due to external factors - i. e. a sudden
deterioration of the countrv's terms of trade - rather than being the result of
inappropriate domestjc policies. The recipient country should also have a satisfactow
capacity to utilise the foreign exchange provided. Mainly for administrative reasons,
preference should be given to relatively large purchases of bulky commodities. The
destructive role ofa grossly overvalued late ofexchange was observed, and caution with
import support was recommended in such cases.

The application of the above criteria - which was considered as recommendations
rather than as binding rules - was "soft", however. As will be apparent in this report,
where the inacroeconomic policies of Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, Nicaragua and
Vietnam in the 19805 are briefly assessed, even the rather vague guidelines described
above would have ruled outimportsupport to these countries during most of the 19805
if they had been applied.

Today, import support has been further upgraded, and is now recognized as a

perfectlv legitimate, even essential, component in Swedish development assistance.

The old emphasis on the foreign exchange bottleneck remains intact; preference
should be given to countties with balance of payments problems. Import support has,

however, also become more explicitly policy-oriented, and more emphasis has been
put on sound macroeconomic policies on the part of the recipient country as a
prerequisite fbi import support.

According the SIDA'S recently adopted "Guidelines for Swedish Import Support",
the major Objective of import support is to "support an economic reform programme
in the recipient country." Import support is normally given only to countries which
implement a reform programme which has been approved by the IMF and/ or the
World Bank." It is furtherlnore stressed that import support should preferably be
directed to countries with market-based foreign exchange regimes.

The "Guidelines" also emphasise that all recipients ofSwedish import support must
pay full countervalue for their imports according to the official tate of exchange.
Import support should be support to the country, not to individual importers. In the
past, countervalue payments have not always been made, however.

While support to the economic reform process has become increasingly stressed as
a keyobjective for Sweden's import supportto Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, Nicaragua
andvietnam in the lastfew years, the alleviation ofa shortage of foreign exchange was
normally presented by SIDA as the main economic rationale for providing import
support to these countries in the past.

The conclusion in all four reports is that the foreign exchange constraint has been
severe in all countries. During the entire period under review - which differs somewhat
between the four country studies - the authors of the evaluations strongly support the
major Objective of Swedish import support.

6 SIDA Evaluation Report 2/93



The relatively small size of Sweden's import support in relation to overall iniports

makes it diflicult or impossible to assess how this particular contribution to the donor

community's bridging of the foreign exchange gaps has affected economic growth.

The authors of the evaluation reports are therefore very cautious when it comes to

measuring the general effects. However. a conclusion that emerges from all four

reports is that although Swedish import support has played a marginal role, the impact

on economic growth has been marginally positive.

To judge from the case studies, Sweden has kept a rather low profile in the

macroeconomic policy dialogue, in particular in the three countries (Guinea-Bissau,

Mozambique and Nicaragua) where the International Monetary Fond (IMF) and the
World Bank have entered the scene in connection with structural adjustment pro-

grammes.
In Vietnam, the situation is different. Aftervietnam's invasion of Cambodia in the

late 19705 and until quite recently, Sweden was virtually the only Vi/estern bilateral

donor working in Vietnam, and Sweden played a far more active role in the policy

dialogue than in the other three countries under the review.
As for the overall assessment of the structural adjustment programmes imple-

mented in all four countries in recent years, the answers differ considerably between

the different counlries. Thus,while the structural adjustment programmes in Mozam-

bique andvietnam are given rather high grades, that of Guinea-Bissau is surrounded

by a large number of question-marks. Nicaragua, in this sense, occupies an intermedi-

ate position.
In view of the fact that Sweden's - and most other donors' - programme support

is closely linked to the success and credibility of a particular country's structural

acljustrnent programme, one might perhaps expect that the recommenclations from
the four authors as to continued Swedish import. support should follow their assess-

ments of the respective programmes. This is not the case, however, as witnessed by the

extreme cases: for Vietnam, where economic policies appear to have been most

successful, the rec01nmendation is to rcduce Swedish import support, at least in a

medium-term perspectjve, while the opposite recommendation is made for the least

successful country, Guinea-Bissau.

A summary of some major findings and recommendations from the four country

studies is presented below.

SIDA Evaluation Report 2/93 7



ordinary development assistance appeared too difficult was, somewhat paradoxically,

that the "messier" a particular countrywas, the more likelywas itthatsweden disbursed

a high percentage of the country allocation on import support.

The guidelines used bySIDAfor the handling of import supportduring this period

took shortage of foreign exchange more or lessfor granted, andput the main emphasis
on discussions about appropriate procurement and banking procedures related to

import support. The macroeconomic policies pursued by the recipient country were
occasionally mentjoned, but seldom used as criteria in the actual allocation of

commodity support/ import support.
In the 19805, macroeconomics came back to the forefront in the international

debate about development assistance. Largely as a result of the protracted debt crisis,

and the hugo macroeconomic imbalances that surfaced in a majority of Third World

countries, the role of a sound macroeconomic environment as a preconditjon for

successful development assistance was increasingly emphasised by the international
donor community, under the macroeconomic leadership of the International Mon-

etary F und and the World Bank.
As part of this international trend, SIDA started to pay more attent10n to

macroeconomic matters, and developed more elaborate guidelines for import sup-

port}. Shortage of foreign exchange in the recipient country remained an important

criterion, but the shortage should mainly be due to external factors - i.e. a sudden

deterioration of the counuy's terms of trade - rather than being the result of

inappropriate domestic policies. The recipient country should also have a satisfactory

capacity to utilise the foreign exchange provided. Mainly for administrative reasons,

preference should be given to relatively large purchases of bulky commodities. The

destructive role ofa grossly overvalued rate ofexchange was observed, and caution with

import support was recommended in such cases.

The application of the above criteria - which were considered as recommendations

rather than as binding rules -was "soft", however. As will be apparent in later chapters,

when the macroeconomic policies of Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, Nicaragua and

Vietnam in the 19805 are briefly assessed, even the rather vague guidelines described

above would have ruled out import supportto these countries during most of the 19805

if they had been applied.

I.3 SlDA'S ew Guidelies for lmports Support

Today, importsupport has been further upgraded, and is now recognised as a perfectly

legitjmate, even essential, component in Swedish development assistance. The old

emphasis on the foreign exchange bottleneck - the legacy ofpast "gap theories",which

will be briefly discussed in Chapter II below - remains intact; preference should be

given to countries with balance of payments problems. Import support has, however,

Id

I. The first SIDA memo putting emphasis on macroeconomic issues in relation to import supportwas written in I984

(joakim Stymne: Impormöd. Principer och problem. SIDA Planning Secret:ariat. june 1984).
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also become more explicitly policy-oriented, and more etnphasis has been put on

sound macroeconomic policies on the part of the recipient country as a prerequisite

for import support.
According the SIDA'S recently adopted "Guidelines for Swedish Import Support"",

the major objective of import support is to "support an economic reform programme

in the recipient country... Import support is normallyd only given to countries which

implement a reform programme which has been approved by the IMF and/ or the

World Bank." (hopefully, the new guidelines will not rule out import support to
countries which have already completed a reform programme, and find themselves in

the midst of a transition from stabilisation and adjustment to growth).

Itisfurthemaore stressed that importsupportshouldpreferably bedirected tocountries

with market-based foreign exchange regimes characte1ised by, among other things,
Ö "a realistic and market-related rate of exchange (as shown, for example, by the

fact that the gap between the official and parallel rates of exchange is small)

0 "equal access to foreign exchange bv all importers";

' the existence ofa flexible and competitive financial systemwhich guarantees that

prof1table enterprises can compete for credit on equal terms";

' "a predominantly non-administrative allocation offoreign exchange";

The "Guidelines" also emphasise that all recipients ofSwedish import support must

pay full countervalue for their imports according to the official rate of exchange.

Import support is support to the country, not to individual importers.

The differences between debt relief, balance of payments support and import

support are far from clearcut; indeed, all these forms of aid can be regarded
as policy

related support., or programme assistance", to countries with balance of payments

problems. From the point ofview ofswedish aid Objectives, there is no reason to make

a sharp distinction between them. Thus, while this particular review concentrates on

import support in the limited sense, it should be observed that all countries that are

discussed have also received policy-related assistance in the form ofdebt relief and/ or

balance of payments support. The macroeconomic implications are somewhat differ
-

ent, however, and in the following chapter, as in the four country cases that will be

presentedin Chapter Ivofthis report,the main emphasis is puton the macroeconomic

impact of import support.

I.4 The Role of Import Support
in Sweden's ilateral Aid Programmes

Today, Sweden's bilateral balance of payments support, including debt relief and

import support, amounts to approximately 1.5 billion Swedish kronor (SEK) per year.

2. "Riktlinjer för svenskt importstöd". August 199?.. lt should be observed that the new guidelines were not in

force when the country evaluations discussed in the present repon: were carried out.

3. An exception is Vietnam. where opposition from the United States has impeded a forma! agreement between

Vietnam and the IMF and the World Bank.

SIDA Evaluation Report 2/93 I1



It
constitucs over ten per centofsweden's total aid, and around twentyper centof the

bilateral programme. In addition. Sweden also participates in international pro-
grarnn1es tbr balance ofpayments support. including debt relief".

During the past lew vears, total disbursements of Swedish bilateral balance of
payments support are shown in Table 1 below.

Table l. Disbursements of Swedish Balance of Payments Support Under the
Bilateral Aid Programme (million Swedish kronor).

Country I988/89 I989190 I99019 l

Angola l Id 4 I 32
Bangladesh 32 2 Ib
Botswana 0 0 0
India 96 2 0
Kap Verde 64 29 36
Kenya 3 I 4 I 0
Laos 9 I 0
Lesotho 0 0 0
Sri Lanka 0 0 5
Tanzania 299 368 256
Uganda 5 95 I I9
Zambia 45 20 354
Zimbabwe 37 38 1 3

Guinea-Bissau 3 6 28
Mozambique 224 2 I 9 4 Ib
Nicaragua 79 I69 99
Vietnam 77 1 I 254

Total l.lll 1.041 1.630

Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique.
Nicaragua and Vietnam as a

percentage of total Swedish

balance ofpayments support 34 % 39 % 49 %

Source: Based on Karl-Anders Larsson. SIDA. mimeo I992

As seen in the above table, the four countries which will be discussed in this report
accountfor a rather large, and increasing, share ofsweden total balance ofpayments
support.

As suggested earlier, the link between good macroeconomic policies and Swedish

I2

4. Among these international programmes
can be mentioned support to the Special Programme for Africa (SPA). co-

financing of international debt buy-back schemes. giants to the International Monetary Fund (IMF) to finance
concessicnal interest rates on ESAF (Extended Structuraladjustment Facility) loans. and contributions to the so-called
Fifth Dimension. i. e. grants to low-

income countries to enable them to clear their arrears with the World Bank. Adiscussion of
these international initiatives falls beyond the scope of the present report, however.

SIDA Evaluation Report 2/93



balance ofpayments supportwas, during manyyears, weak. The role ofsuch aid as "gap

Eller" in countries with a low absorptjve capacitv of project aid appears to have been

more pronounced than suggested by SIDAS guidelines, as witessed by the fact that

several countries characterised bygross macroeconomic mismanagement in the early

19805 - such as Tanzania, Nicaragua, Vietnam, and Mozambique - were large

recipients of import support.
In the latter half of the 19805, several of the major recipients ofswedish balance of

payments support began to implement structural adjustment programmes. These
countries were also "rewarded" with increased allocations ofprogramme support; one

obvious case is Zambia after the new agreementwith the International MonetaryFund
(IMF) in 1990/91. Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, Nicaragua and Vietnam can also be

said to belong to this category.

Countries which pursued relatively sound macroeconomic policies all through the
19805 received loss balance of payments support. In the group ofSwedish programme

countries, Botswana, Kenya, India and Sri Lanka would, for example, probably classily

as above average as regards macroeconomic managemen t,butas seen in Table 1 above,

they recieved rather little balance of payments support.

SIDA Evaluation Report 2/93 I3



THE MAcR0Eco0Mlcs oF FDREIG AID, WITH

PATlCULAR EMPHASlS 0 IMPORT SUPPOT:

SOME KEY lssues

Evaluation techniques at the micro level have been elaborated and applied extensively
since the earlyhistoiy of developmentaid.virtually all donors use, at least occasionally,
some kind of costbenefit analysis in their feasibility studies and project evaluations, and
from a methodological point of view, there exists a rather broad consensus among
professional economists and aid ofhcials as regards the issues involved, and the

tecllniques to apply.
At the macro level, this is not the case. Although the analyses of the impact of

development aid were originallydeveloped in a macroeconomic framework, itwas not
until the 19805 that macroeconomic analysis - and macroeconomic conditionality -

came back to the forefront both in the theory and practice of development aid. But

despite all the attention paidto macroeconomics amongaiddonors duringthe past ten
years, it must be recognised that our knowledge is still very limited, and that modesty
is required in any attempt to assess the macroeconomic impact of foreign aid?

The purpose of the present chapter is therefore not to present "the truth" - only to
make an overview of certain key aspects which should be considered as a background
to the case studies of Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, Nicaragua and Vietnam which will
be presented in subsequent chapters.

The case studies are evaluations of Swedish import support, not of foreign aid in
general. The scope of this chapter is somewhatbroader, however. It is often diflicult to
distinguish the macroeconomic effecrs of importsupportfrom the impactof the overall
level and composition of aid to a particular country, and the presentation that follows
therefore attempts to provide a general background to the issues involved. It may be

added that the four evaluations, to varyingdegrees, also touch upon the broader issues

of macreoconomics and foreign aid in general.
Before proceeding to the discussion, another reservation should be made. The

analysis below is largely confined to the macroeconomic impact of aid, rather than the
impact of the mnditions to which the aid is linked. The distinction is important, since
a large part of today's debate about the effects of aid in actual practjce deals with the

I4

5.A useful and well-researched overview ofche evolution of macroeconomic thinkingaboutforeign aid. and ofavailable
empirical evidence on the macroeconomic impact of aid. is found in White (l992).
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latter issue, i e how programme aid can serve to change domestic economic policies in
a desired direction.

As indicated earlier, the practice of linking development assistance to policy

changes in the recipient countries has intensified during the last ten years. Most of
today's policy-related assistance is directed by the IMF and the World Bank in

connection vvith structural adjustinent programmes, and bilateral donors, including
Sweden, are to an increasing extent coordinating their non-project aid with such

programmesö. Indeed, as mentioned earlier, an explicit Objective of Swedish balance

of payments support - including debt relief and import support - is today to support

structural adjustment in the recipient countries. Any serious analysis of the impact of
Sweden's policy-related assistance should therefore have to consider the impact ofsuch

aid on the recipient countries' polides, rather than the direct impact on a number of

economic variables. The line of causation would, then, not be simply:

ajdleadsto investment, growth,inflation,balance of paymentsJncomedistribution, etc.

but rather
aidplus conditionality leads to changes in domestic economic policies, which in tum

lead to investrnent, growth, inflation, balance of payments, income distribution, etc.

or
aid plus conditionality leads to structural adjustment, which in turn leads to

investment, growth, inflation, balance of payments, income distribution, etc.
To some extent, this willbe done in Part IVofthis report, where the four case studies

are presented. The question to be answered, or at least raised, is: Has Sweden used

import support to increase Sweden's leverage in the policy dialogue, thereby contrib-

uting to making the recipient countries modify their domestic policies?
in this section we will, however, disregard the effects of donor behaviour and

conditionality on economic policies in the recipient countries, and coniine the

discussion to the more traditional way of assessing the direct economic impact of
foreign aid.

ll.l Gap theories

The early discussions about development aid concentrated on the effects on growth.
They were generally based on more or less sophisticated "gap theories", largely

developed on growth models of the Harrod-Domar kind, which mushroomed in the

19505 and early 19605.

In its simplestversion, the late ofeconomic growth in such a model is determined

by a fixed incremental capital-output ratio (IGOR) and a f1xed domestic savings ratio,

which together determine the rate of growth. Foreign aid then enters as a simple

addition to domestic savings. With a given IGOR, the effects ofaid are identical to an

increase in the domestic savings ratio, enabling higher investment and growth.

6. A coherent overview -and defense -ofpolicy-related assistance and IMF conditionality in a Swedish context is given

by Hans Lundström (l990).
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The "dual gap" theories, developed by Chenery and others in the early 19605,

concentrated on the existence of both a "savings gap" and a "foreign exchange gap".
Domestic savings could be supplemented with foreign aid, as in the Harrod/ Domar
models, and by directing aid to new investment, the recipient country's investment
ratio, and hence rate ofeconomic growth, could be increased. If, however, the foreign
exchange restriction was binding, the provision of foreign exchange through develop-

ment aid would be expected to have an even larger positive impact in the recipient
country, since aid in this case would allow domestic capital to be used more efliciently
(the assumption being that some domestic capital would be redundantin the absence
of imports of essential machinery, equipment, spare parts, etc).

Ideally, foreign aid could both raise the nominator in the Harrod/ Domar growth
equations - the investment ratio - and lower the denominator, i.e. the capital-output
ratio.

Dualgap theories of the kind brieflyindicated above still play an important role in
currentviews on the effects of foreign aid, in particular of balance ofpayments related
aid such as import support, where itis more or less taken for granted that the foreign
exchange constraint is more binding than the domestic savings constraint.

In debt renegotiations in the Paris Club, or in conncetion with IMF-supported
structural adjustment programmes, the dominant technique to assess how much
extemal assistance and/ or debt reliefa particular country "needs" is still largely based
on the Hnancia1 gap analysis developed in the 19505.

In Swedish aid policies, the foreign exchange gap has always received most

attention. In general, commodity supporthas been justified with reference to shortage
of foreign exchange rather than lack of domestic savings.

The apparentabsence of anyfirm empirical supportfor the hypotheses behind the
link between aid, investment and growth has puzzled many observers. White (1992),
for example, discusseswhathe labels the "micro-macro paradox": while a large number
of studies, evaluations etc. do indicate that aid performs reasonably well at the micro
level, it is far more difficult to assess its macroeconomic impact7.

Causality is, of course, difficult in any attempt to measure the effects of aid. For
example, a negative correlation between aid and growth need not imply that aid is bad
for growth - the explanation could simplybe that countries which are facingprotracted
economic difficulties receive more aid than countries that are doingfine, and that the
situation in the former countries would be even worse in the absence of aid.

Another complication in an analysis of the macroeconomic impact ofaid is that aid
in most cases constitutes such a marginal proportion ofsavings and investment that its

effects on the recipient count1y's economy are lost in the general macroeconomic

turmoil. For example, to make an econometric study of the impact of aid during the
turbulent 19805 - characterised by, among other things, extemal shocks in the form of

Ib

7. White's own conclusion is quite agnostic: "The answer (to the "micro-macro paradox") is we are not in postition
to say what aid does atthe macro level. so there is no basis for saying that there is a paradox." We simply do not know
how aid is affecting aconomies at the macro level." The leader who believes White is right can stop reading here.
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declining terms of trade, risinginterest rates, loss ofaccess to private lending, rampant
inflation, etc. -byusing time series dala would probably. in most countries. capture the
eflects of a large number of external factors other than aid, as well as the effects of
domestic policy reforms. The methodological polemics surrounding all recent at-

tempts to assess the effects ofstructural adjustment programmes in Sub-saharan Africa

may indicate some of the difficulties involved.
in the countnes covered by the present report, it should however be stressed that

the role of foreign aidhas been more than marginalduringthe 1980s.The extreme case

is Mozambique, where aid, in the past fewyears, has accounted for some eighty-ninety

percentof total imporLs,which, in turn,constitute two-thirds of gross domestic product

(GDP). Nicaragua also developed a strongaiddependency in the 19805, as didGuinea-

Bissau, (for data, see Part III below), and in Vietnam, the least aiddependent country
of the four, aid represented some ten per centof GDpduringmost ofthe 19805. Clearly,

foreign aid has, in these countries, been of such magnitude that its macroeconomic

impact must have been substantial.
As for the theoretical foundation of dual gap theories, it falls beyond the scope of

this report to attempt a review of all the different issues involved. Still, a few critical

aspects should be mentioned in this context.
One common form of criticism is the fact thatgap theories tend to overestimate the

role of capital formation in the development process. Apart from problems of
definition - what is consumption", and what is 'Öinvestment"? - the link between

investment and growth is far from mechanical, and the eflects on economic growth of
an increase by a few percentage points in the gross investment ratio should not be
exaggerated. Today, the role ofphysical capital in the development process has been

downgraded, and there is a pronounced tendency amongdevelopmenteconomists to

put more emphasis on soft-ware" - human capital, institutions, accountability, "good

governance , policy emironment, legal framework, property rights, transaction costs,

incentive structure, etc. - at the expense of "hard-ware" more easilv captured in

investment ratios.

If we return to the Harrod/ Domar growth models, we could, somewhat simplisti -

cally, argue that modern development theory puls more emphasis on the factors
affecting the efficiency of investment, i.e. the determinants of the lCOR, than on the

size of the investment ratio. As witnessed by, for example, Mozambique and Guinea-

Bissau in the 19805, a high investment ratio is certainly not a sufflcient condition for a

high rate ofeconomic growth. Since there are, on the other hand, few countries which

have managed to combine a low rate ofinvestment with a high late of growth over a

longer period oftime, we may tentatively conclude that a high late of investment is a

necessary, albert far from suflicient, condition for rapid economic growth.
The impactof aid on economic efficiency then becomes the focal pointof attention

- unfortunately, there is, despite ambitjous efforts bycassen and others", no easy answer

8. See, for example. the comprehensive overview "Does Aid Work?" by Robert Cassen and Associates (l986).
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to that question, although policy-related aid does attempt to address these issues by

linking aid to policy improvements in the recipient countries.
Another critique, going back to an influential article by Griffin and Enosg from

1970, is that gap theories tend to regard foreign aid as fully additional to domestic
savings and investment. This, however, need not be the case. Foreign aid is highly
fungible at the macro level, and can be used to increase consumption as well as

investment in the recipient country. An inflow of aid may, for example, enable the
government to lower taxes or reduce domestic borrowing, or increase non-develop-

mental expenditures. Following Ends and Griffin, one could argue that aid should
simplv be regarded as an addition to domestic expmditure rather than investment.
Whether the aid is actually used to raise consumption or investment is basically an
empirical question that cannot be settled on (z jrrimigrounds"'.

The implication of this line of reasoning is that although aid is likely to increase
domestic investment, it is likely to do so by a smaller amount than the aid recieved.

One corollary to this observation is that aid may replace, rather than supplement,
some domestic savings, and weaken the country's own resource mobilisation efforts.

In an extreme case such as Mozambique, it is quite obvious that aid increases
domestic consumption (which is also the explicitpurpose ofa large part of the aid). In
Mozambique, aid is substantially larger than gross investment, which implies that the
domestic savings ratio is strongly negative. lt is, then, a simple mathematical fact that

aid has substituted for at least some domestic savings (which could not possibly be
negative in the absence of external resources).

Another weakness of dual gap theories is that they are based on an implicit notion
of the developing countries as being unable to increase the production of tradables
sufficiently enough to overcome the external constraint. To say that the foreign
exchange restriction is binding is tantamount to saying that structural rigidities in the
domestic economic make it impossible to substitute domestic for importedinputs into
the production of investment goods". While there is much tn1th in this statement at a

micro level - there are, for example, many capital goods that simply cannot be

produced domesticallyin Guinea-Bissau - itis also true that gap theories do implya too

pessimistic view about substitution mechanisms in developing countries. A foreign
exchange gap can be said to simply reflect insufficientdomestic production oftradable
goods, and from the proposition that a poor country is unable to produce, say, certain

sophisticated machinery does not follow that it cannot expand the production of
tmdrzbles in general in order to case the foreign exchange constraint.

With perfect substitution between tradables and non-tradables, the foreign ex-

changegapdisappears. Or, rather: itis reduced to atrivial gapbetween domestic savings
and investment or - which is the same thing - between domestic production and
expenditure.

Ib

9. See Griffin and Ends (l970) and Griffin (l970).
Id. For a more comprehensive review of the polemics stimulated by che Griffin/Enos article, see White ( 1992).
I I. For an early exposition of this critique against dual gap models. see Findlay (I973. Ch.l0).
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The effects of aid on private investment have also been discussed in recent years,
without reading to any film conclusions. Most aid has traditionally been directed to
public sector activities - as we will see below, this has also been the case with Swedish

import support to Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, N icaragua and Vietnam in the past -

and it has often been argned that aid may therefbre displace, or "crowd out", private
investment. On the other hand, a number ofpublic undertakings, such as investment

in physical infrastructure, education, etc., should stimulate private investment by
increasing its profitability; the "crowding in" effect.

Again, itis difhcult or impossible to generalise. Certain kinds ofaid-financed public
investments do indeed "crowd out" private investment, but whether this effect domi-

nates over "crowding in" cannot easily be assessed without a concrete analysis of
individual cases. It may also be Observed that the dispute about "crowding out" or
crowding in" has generally concerned project aid rather than import support,

although the discussion is relevant in the latter case as well, as there exists an obvious

link between import support and public revenue and expenditure.

ll.2 Aid a d lter atio al Competitive ess

Aid can, as discussed above, displace domestic savings. It can also displace foreign
exchange earnings.

This may, in fact, be one of the most importantdangers with foreign aid. A number

of theoretical and empirical observations seem to confirm the following blunt state-

mcnts by Sweder van Wjnbergen: "From the export promotion point of view, aid has

been a failure." (1985, p. 1) and "Aid, even when temporary, permanently worsens
export performance, unless propcr policy measures are taken." (1985, p. 10).

There are a number of mechanisms to consider in this context. To begin with, there
is a "policy effect": an inflow of foreign capital may allow a govemmentto continue with
erroneous policies, for example in the form of discrimination of exports. Since aid
lessens the need for foreign exchange from other sources, it may reduce the govem-

ment's export promotion incentives, and encourage a more inward-looking - and,

presumably, less efficient - developmentstrategy than would have been pursuedin the
absence of aid.

From a policy point of view, aid may introduce a "soft budget constraint" on the
recipient country"s external account; a country which mismanages its affairs can often
be bailed outbythe donorcommunity in orderto avoid a threatingbalance of payments
crisis"

Prevailing procedures in debt renegotiations - which should perhaps be analyscd
in a bargaining or game theoretical rather than purely macroeconomic framework" -

may actually encourage macroeconomic mismanagement. Debt relief and otherforms
of balance of payments support are often granted on the basis of calculations of

I2. For a discussion of the "soft budget constr-aint". see Part ill below.
13. For an interesting attempt in this direction. see Mosley/Harrigan/T oyle (1991).
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financial gaps. The larger the expecteddeficits, the more debt reliefand additional aid

may come forth. A country which prudently manages its external sector cannot expect

the donor community to be very generous, however; the creditors norrnally insist on
their share of any improvement on the external account. Many wellperforming
countries have realised that the marginal lax on "good behaviour" can be very high.
while their neighbours, who continue with irresponsible policies, are constantlybeing
bailed out by benevolent bilateral donors (who, incidentally, also bail out the Interna-

tional Financial lnstitutions nowadays; neither the poorlv performing countries, nor
the international financial institutjons, usually have to pay the full price for their
mistakes).

The attempts to link balance of payments support to policy reform can partly be
interpreted as a recognition, on the part of the clonors, ofthis dilemma. A country in
crisis should attemptto putits house in order before receivingdebt relief and additional

support; the problems arise ex post, when countries have learnt that those that succeed

are punished with reduced concessional aid flows and a tougher stand from their
creditors as the financial gaps diminish.

Asfor possible disincentive effects ofaid on exportperformance, there is also a price
effect, which works through the impact of aid on the recipient country's real late of
exchange. Calais parilms, it can be expected thatan inflowofforeign aidwillputupward
pressure on the real exchange rate, and this hypothesis seems to be verified empiri-

cally".
At root is the famous "Dutch disease" problem. originally used to describe the

impact on the Dutch economy ofthe clrastic increase in export revenues that followed

upon the exploitation of natural gas in the North Sea and the resulting squeeze puton
other sectors producing tradables in the Dutch economy. With strong export revenues
from gas, the Dutch guildm appreciated against other currencies, exposing Dutch
industries and agriculture to more intense competition from abroad.

In developing countries. similar effects have been obselved as a result of a sudden

increase in the availability offoreign exchange due to, for example, a boom in export
prices, or increased foreign borrowing. The inflow of "coca-dollars" in a country like

Bolivia has given rise to an overvaluation of the currency to a level which has eroded the

competitiveness of tradables other than coca.

In extreme cases, such as a number of oil-exporting countries in the late 19705 and

early 19805, favorable terms of trade coincidedwith easy access to foreign loans, causing
a real appreciation of the domestic currencies, and loss ofinternational competitive-

ness in other traded goods sectors. Naturally, it can always be argued that wrong
policies, rather than high export earnings or easy access to foreign borrowing, should
be blamed; the point to be made, however, is that "good times" may greatly facilitate

the implementation of very bad policies.

20

I4. VZ<an Wijnbergen concludes. on the basis of an econometric test of aid and real exchange rates in a number of
African countries. that "the resuirs strongly support the teoretical prediction that increases in the real volume of aid

cause real appreciation" (l985. p. I 5). For a further discussion of empirical flndings, see White (l992).
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Foreign aid in general, and import support in particular, can have similar eflects.

In addition to the usual "commodity cvclcs", developing countries may easilv suffer
from credit cvcles" or "aid cycles". As a result of the increased supply of foreign

exchange thanks to aid, the domestic currency can either appreciate in nominal terms
or, if there is inflation. make the currency depreciate loss, in nominal terms, than is

warranted by the difference between the domestic and international late of inflation.
Aid can also, through its indirect effect5, putan upward pressure on domestic costs,

thereby making the real rate ofexchange appreciate.

Project aid, which competes for scarce human and other resources, often contri D

utes to the creation of inflationary bottlenecks. In particular aid donors" fierce

competition f or skilled labour has. in manydeveloping countries, pushed up real wages

for certain categories ofprofessionals to such an extent that activities which lackforeign

Hnancingiind it impossible to compete fbi skilledlabour. In this way, aid creates its own

"booming sectors" alongbasicallv the same lines as natural gas in Holland, with serious

consequences for the international competitivenesss of tradables.

Following the Dut.ch disease literature. we can distinguish two different efiects on
domestic costs: one "resourcc movement effect", which arises when the "booming

sector" attempts to attract real resources by bidding up their prices, and a "spending

effect", which describes the potentially inflationa1y impact of the spending of "extra'

money as a consequence of the boom in one sector. Clearly, these two eflects may come

from foreign aid as well as from a booming export sector.
However, the inflationa1yeffects of foreign maybe mitigatedby the inflowof foreign

commodities purchased by foreign aid. Food aid, f or example, and aid that increases

the supply of commodities in general and/ or eases supply bottlenecks in the economy,

can be assumed to have a deflationary impact which may, or may not, exceed the

upward pressure on the real rate of exhange as a result of the ai(l.

Aid which increases overall productixity in the traded goods sectors - for example.

investments in phvsical infrastructure which lower costs for producers of tradables, or

technical assistance to key institutions which reduces transaction costs in the econorny

serves to improve the international competitiveness, i.e. to increase the supply of
traded goods at any given price (determined by world market prices, if the country is

a price taker). Aid which raises the overall productivity can therefore be understood

both in terms ofa lowering of the IC()RIn a Harrod/ Domar growth modeland in terms
of a depreciation of the real rate of exchange, adjusted lbr productivity growth.

Figure 1 belowis an attemptto capture these differenteifects ofaid on the recipient
count1y's international competitiveness.
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Figure I. The effect of foreign aid.
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P = a given world market price (expressed in domestic currency) of tradables.
S = aggregate supply curves for tradables.

Ifan inflow ofaid leads to a nominal appreciation, domestic prices of tradables are

shown by P l, and production of tradables declines from A to B. If the impact of aid is
to raise costs of production of tradables, production declines from A to C. If both effects

are present, the combined effect offoreign aid is to lower the production of tradables
from A to D.

If, on the other hand, aid raises productivity in the traded goods sector - for
example, by lowering transport cost5, raising the educational level, improving the
banking or postal system, providing extension services to smallfarmers, etc. - the result
will be a shift to the right of the supply curve, and production of tradables will increase
from A to E.

The neteffects of foreign aid on arecipientcount1ys international competitiveness
and production of tradables cannot be assessed without empirical studies, of which
there are very few. F igure 1 above cannot be used to draw unequivocal conclusions -

only to indicate some of the different, and often contradictory, mechanisms involved.
Still, both common sense and the wealth of theoretical and empirical studies on Dutch
disease problems in other contexts do suggest that there is good reason to be aware of
the dangers of an aid-induced real appreciation of the late of exchange in countries
where foreign aid plays an important role to cover external deficits.
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II.3 Structural Effects of Foreign Aid

Given the heterogenity of foreign aid, it is next to impossible to generalise about the

structural impact of foreign aid. A couple of observations may, however, be justified.
If foreign aid is primarily given to the public sector, as has often been the case, a

reasonable hypothesis would be that aid has strengthened the public rather than the
private sector. Casual observation of the size ofthe public sector in a number ofhighly

aid-dependent countries suggests that this has indeed been the case, despite recent

attempts to roll back the suite in connection with structural adjustment programme.
There are, however, also a large number of developing countries which have created
a strong public administration without major contributions from foreign donors.

Another potential structural effect is the aid-induced discrimination of tradables

indicated earlier. In countrieswhere foreign aidgives rise to "Dutchdisease" effects, the

non-traded sectors - often dominated by the public administration - will increase their

share of production at the expense of tradables.

Il.4 Aid and Iflation
As suggestedbythe earlier discussion,aid can conuibute to cost-pushintlation through

the "resource movement" effect as well as to a demand-led inflation via the "spending

effect". The increase in the supply ofgoods made possible with extemal resources may,

however, also lower inflationary pressures in the economy. This is also the case when

aid helps to ease supply constraints and bottlenecks of various kinds.

On balance, which effect will dominate cannot be assessed on purely theoretical

grounds. A reasonable hypothesis would, however, be that the intlationary etfects tend

to be strongestfor prrject assistance, while commodity aid can be assumed to increase

the supply of tradables while putting le- ss pressure on scarce resources in the recipient

country. Highly fungible balance of payments support, including import support, is,

however, likely to have a large impact on the nominal late of exchange.
In addition to the above effects, there are also fiscal and monetary effects ofaid that

need to be taken into account. In the theoretical discussions aboutimport support and

inflation, it is, in fact, these apects that have received most attention, and a few

comments should therefore be made.

II.5 Counterpart Funds and Inflation: A Commet

The discussion has to a large extent been centered around the monetary and

inflationary effects of counterpart funds, i.e. the funds generated when aid-financed

commoditjes are sold to the recipients andthe procccds in local currency are deposited

in accounts that are normally controlled by the recipient countly's government".

According to one line a reasoning, the subsequent expenditure of counterpart funds

IS. A standard reference in this context. which the present paragraphs have drawn heavily upon. is Roemer. (I989).

IDB Bulletin. Vol 23. no 2. April I992. contains a number of highly useful articles about che issue of counterpart funds.
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in relative prices by raising prices of non-tradables versus tradables, producers of
tradables will lose. F or example, exporters may find it difficult to compete for scarce

resources with an aid-financed "booming sector", where real wages rise. As increasing

costs spread to the rest of the economy, profitability, employment and real wages in the

sector producing tradables,which is supposed to be a price taket, will tend to go down.

When the domestjc currencyis overvalued, the purchase ofaid-financed commodi-

ties can be regarded as a subsidy, even when counterfund payrnents are made. The
situation gives rise to classic forms of rent-seeking behaviour, with arbitrary gains for
some, loss of competjtiveness for others, and tendencies to corruption. The negative
allocative effects not only of import support, but of imports in general, should also be
considered in this context.

In recent years, the issue of the impact of programme aid and macroeconomic
conditionality on vulnerable groups has been widely discussed. The question in this
context is notthe impactof aid perse, but rather the effects of the structural adjustment
programmes to which the granting of additional aid, often in the form of balance of
payments support of vaiious kinds, is linked.

The complexity of the issues involved, of which income distribution is only one,
minor part, makes it difficult to give the topic a comprehensive treatment in a brief
ovewiew of the present kind. I also believe that concrete analyses of individual cases are

necessary in order to draw any conclusions (and even then it is diflicu1t). As indicated

in the introduction to this chapter, I will therefore not attempt a review of available
theoretjcal and empiricial evidence on the effects of structural adjustment pro-

grammes in developing countries in general, but the cases ofGuinea-Bissau, Mozam-

bique, Nicaragua and Vietnam will, of course, be briefly presented in part IV of this
report.
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Gul : EA- : lssAU, MOZAM : lQUE,

llcAAGuA AD VIETAM:
SOME SlMlLARmES AD DlFFEECES

Superficially, thefour countriesunderreview mayappearto have ratherlittle in common.
They are situated in three different continents, and in terms of history, culture,

geography, etc., there are certainly more dif:ferences than similarities. The size of the

countries also differs considerably: while Vietnam, with close to 70 million inhabitar1ts,

is a large and denselypopulated country, Nicargua is a small Central American republic

with less than four million people, and Guinea-Bissau is even smaller. Guinea-Bissau,

Mozambique andvietnam belong to the verypoorest countries in the world in terms of

per capita income, while Nicaragua - though very poor by Latin American standards

has an average income appreciably higher than the other three countries.
Table Zbelow gives some basic demographic and economic statistics aboutthe four

countnes.

Table2. Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, Nlcaraguaandvietnam. Population, Popu-

lation Density, Per Capita Income and Selected Social lndicators.

GUB MOZ NIC VIE

GNplcapita (USD). I989

(very approximate flgures) 150-200 80- l 00 450 I 50-200

Population. millions. I989) 0.9 15.3 3.7 66.0

Area (l.000 square kilometers) 36 802 I30 332

lnfant Morcality Hate (per
L000 live births). 1989 I48 I73 59 6 I

Life expectancy at Birth
(years), I990 43 48 65 64

Adult Liceracy Race (%), 1985 30 28 78 84

Mean years of schooling, I980 0.3 I.6 3.5 3.2

Sources: Social indlcators are mKergfrom United Nations Developmenrprogram lUND!'). Human Development Report

I99I. Gross nacional producc (GM') figures based on various oflical estimanes

Apart from being recipients of Swedish commodity assistance, the countries also

exhibit some other striking similarities, however.
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One such similarity is the fact that they all share a recent history of successful armed
struggle against foreign aggression and/ or a brutal dictatorship. In all countries, the
struggle was carried out under the leadership of national liberation movements
(Panfido Africano da Independmcia de Guiné e Cabo Verde, Frmte deliberaeao deMocambique,
front National de Libération, Frmte Sandinista de Liberacian National). In tbe cases of
Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique and Vietnam, the major enemy was foreign (Portugal,
Portugal/ South Africa and the United States, respectively) . In Nicaragua, the struggle
was against a domestic oppressor, the Somoza dictatorship, but it had, from the very
beginning, a pronounced anti-us character. A m~or conflictwith the Unitedstateswas
virtually inevitable.

All movements declared themselves socialist, with a strong Marxist influence. For
FNL, PAIGC andFRELl MO, Marxismwas the very cornerstone of the ideology, andthe
political and economic systems created after national independence were explicitly
based on Marxism.

With the possible exception for Guinea-Bissau, the countries also share - for very
good reasons -a "victim image": theyhave all been subject to foreign armed aggression
and, to varying degrees, political isolation from the West. This fact is of some

importance for an understanding of Sweden's policy of making them major recipients
of Swedish development aid.

Foreign economicaggression has also been part of the post-liberation history. During
most of the 19805, N icaragua was subject to a trade embargo from the United States,
which was lifted onlyafter the defeat of FSNL in the general elections of 1990. The US
trade embargo against Vietnam is still in force. In Mozambique, relations between the
FRELIMO government and the West were never completely broken, but remained
strained until the abandonment of Marxism and the implementation of a structural
adjustment programme on the part of FRELlMO. Only Guinea-Bissau can be said to
have been left in peace; more because of its marginal size, and unimportant strategic
location, than because of ideological closeness to the West.

In all countries except Guinea-Bissau, the Soviet bloc became the dominant donor
ofdevelopment aid duringthe 1980s.At1d,which is of particular interest in the present

context: in all four countries, Sweden became the largest single Western donor during
the 19805. In contrast with virtually all other recipients of Swedish development aid,
Swedish aid to these countries has not been marginal, but quite substantial, both in
relation to contributions from other donors and as a share ofthe respective countries'
access to hard currency in general.

The situation in this respect has changedin recentyears. After the electoral victory
of Violeta Chamorro's centre-right coalition, the United States has become Nicara
gua's major donor, andin both Mozambique andvietnam, a large number ofWestern

donors have increasedtheirassistance in recentyears. Still, itshouldbe emphasised that
all four countries developed a rather special relationship with Sweden during the
19805, and that Swedish commodity support became a relatively signilicant source of
hard currency during the past decade.
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In all four countries, drastic structural adjustment programmes, which will be

disccused in chapter IV 2 below, have been implemented in recent years. For all

practical purposes, the old, socialist development strate~ has been abandoned, and

market-oriented policies have replaced past attempts to central planning. In Guinea-

Bissau, Mozambique and Nicaragua, the programmes are supported bv the the IMF
and the World Bank institutions and bv a large number of bilateral donors, while

Vietnam, to date, has carried out far-reaching economic reforms vvithout Hnancial

support from the IMF or the World Bank, and with only limited supportfrom bilateral
Western donors.

IlI.I Saliet Features of the old Development Model

There are, ofcourse, strikingdiilerences between the development strategies adopted
in Guinea-Bissau. Mozambique. Nicaragua andvietnam in the 19805. In particular. it
should be stressed that Vietnam, after reunification in 1976, adopted an orthodox,
Soviet-inspired economic model based on central planning and administrative, physi-

cal allocation of resources,while N icaragua always maintained z1mixed economv, albert

with state controlover the "commandingheights" ofthe economy ( the banking system.

the foreign exchange market, the fbrmerly Somoza-ovmed key agroindustrial enter-

prises which were nationalised after the Sandinista revolution in 1979, etc).

In Guinea-Bissau and Mozambique, attempts at central planning were strong

duringthe firstdecade after Independence. In the latter country, plans to socialise the

countryside" were elaborated. For a variety ofreasons - such as the civilwar, resistence

from small-scale farmers, changing development concepts within the FRELIMO

leadership, the tiscal crisis that soon developed, and others - these plans never really

materialised, however, and central planning and collectivisation of the peasantrv

remained ideological concepts rather than actual development policies.

With due respect for all diflerences that existed in past development strategies, it
may, however, be appropriate to indicate some of the simila1ities that came to

characterise economic policies in the early period. which basically rneans 1979-89 in

Nicaragua, 1976-861n Vietnam, 1975-871n Guinea-Bissau and Mozambique,i.e.before

coherent attempts at systemic reform and structural adjustment were being imple-

mented (partial reforms were introduced atvatious stages earlier in allfour countries).

I will list some of these salient features under six different headings'"

For manyyears, developmentpolicies ofmany countties in the Thirdworld, especially

those with socialist regimes with high ambitions, were characterisecl by an over-

optimistic, and voluntaristic, bias: illiteracv wouldbe eradicated within loyears, health

care was to be expanded to cover "everyone", agriculture would be developed and the

Ib. The presentation below follows rather closely some comparisons made by the present author of various socialist
experiments in the Third World, including Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique. Nicaragua and Vietnam. See. for example. de

Vylder (l988) or de Vylder and Fforde (I988).
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country industrialised, etc.This exaggeratedbelief in the possibilities of developingthe
country was particularly strong within the leaderships of the four countries discussed
here.

In Viemam, the contrastsbetween the planned and actual results of the SecondFive
Year Plan (1976-80) could be used to illustrate this point. See Table 3.

Table 3. Planned and Actual Results of Vietnam's Second Five Year Plan I976-
I980

Annual lncrease in %

Planned Actual

National lncomé I3-l4 0.4
Agricultural production 8-Id I.9
Industrial production I 6-l8 0.6

Source: Fforde & de Vylder (l988).

In Mozambique, a so-called "Perspective Plan" for the coming ten years was

presented in 1979, and it included such vastly exaggerated targets as an eliminaton of
illiteracyin ten years, and an expected annual rate of economic growth of ten per cent
during the 19805.

In Nicaragua, the followingstatementbyaprominentsandinista leaderin 1986 may
also sewe to indicate this point:

"Perhaps our greatest error, if it can be called an error, is that we believed we could
do more than was possible in this period, and tiied to do so. When a country has been

looted and virtually destroyed, you cannot reconstruct or overcome what was there
before in a short period. The greatest task of the revolution - to reorganise - is not a

simple one. We thoughtwe couldbuild more hospitals and schools than we have built,
and produce more than we have produced. There was a little romanticism about the
amount of things that we could do. Later we realised that things take time, and that in
a country which has been squeezed for decades like Nicaragua, you cannot fix
everything in seven years'9 "

In all countries under review, the combinatjon ofvastlyexaggerated targets andwar-

torn economies was devastating: widespread bottle-necks, budget deficits, a repressed
inflation which was foughtwith yet more strict andyet more unrealistic price controls,
and so on.

At company level, the over-ambitious targets together with production goals
expressed in physical rather than economic terms gave rise to a pronounced "invest-

ment hunger , characteristic of many other economies based on state planning. In
order to reach the quantitative production goals that were established, industrial

30

I 9. Dora Maria Tellez, Minister of Health. interview in NACLA. Report on the Americas. Sptember/october 1986. p.26).
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companies and lin Vietnam) agricultural co-operatives attempted to maximise their
allocations of (subsidised) capital and material inputs. The resultant hoarding of
machines, raw materials andlabourwhich hasbeen so common also in more developed

socialist economies amplified the imbalances caused by the over-ambitious goals at the

macro level (for a discussion about similar problems in other centrally planned
economies, see Kornai, 1980, 1986).

Emggerated Beliq"in Modem, Large-scub Technology

In Karl Marx' writings, the faith in the potential ofmodern technology is a Leitmotif.

Marx, more than any other nineteenth century economist, realised the enormous
potential of science and technical progress. In the Stalinist version of Marxism, the

"development of the productive forces came to be almost synonomous with invest

ment in modern, large-scale technology.

This belief in the powers of technology was very pronounced in Mozambique,

Nicaragua, Vietnam and - although always on asmaller scale -in Guinea-Bissau.within

the industrial sector, fertiliser factories, steelmills and hydroelectric power plants were

seen assymbols ofprogress invietnam. In Mozambique, the earlydevelopmentstrategy

was symbolised by the huge Mozambique-Nordic agricultural programme MONAP,
with its heavy emphasis on a capital-intensive rehabilitation of the abandoned Portu-

guese commercial farms, which after 1975 were converted into state farms. In

Nicaragua, similar tendencies were also veiypronounced; only towards the end of the
19805 did gigantisme become a bad word in Nicaragua - as it had become in

Mozambique just a few years earlier.
Donors, whether from the East or West, were, at least initially, keen on modem

large-scale technology, and they appear to have shared the recipient countries
unrealisticviews on modernisation anddevelopment. The donors therebyconuibuted

to the polishing of the slippery slope during the early years by financing large-scale

investment, primarily in agriculture and industry.
This was more than the human and physical resources of the four poor and

devastated economies could cope with. Most of the projects failed, and by and large,

the donors left behind them vulnerability, import-dependency, low capital utilisation

and high unit cost$.

Present policies in all four countries include severe criticisms of the exaggerated

belief in the large-scale drive for modemisation which characterised the early years.

Perhaps small is not yet beautiful in Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, Nicaragua and
Vietnam - but it is distinctly loss ugly than ten years ago.

Luck o Monemry Dzlsciplima

In the planning system developed in Vietnam, and to a large extent also in Guinea-

Bissau, Mozambique and Nicaragua, money and prices played - and should play - a

subordinate role for the allocatjon of resources. Ofiicial prices were low, and largely

irrelevant for production decisions. However, someone - that is, the respective
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government5, and foreign donors - had to foot the bill for those gigantic subsidies.

Prima1ily Soxiet assistance played an important role in supplying the Vietna1nese and
Nicaraguan economieswith cheap machinety and inputs, but some aid alsocame from

the West (in Vietnam also from China u p until the overthrow of the Pol Pot regime in
Cambodia in 1979).

The generalised subsidy system, and the jack ofmonetarv and financial discipline,
resultedin huge liscaldeficits. In Nicaragua in 1987, the overallfiscaldeficit, (including
subsidies to loss-making state companies, and before foreign giants) reached a

stagge1ing 41 per cent of GDP; in Mozambique and Vietnam, corresponding figures
for 1987 were 21 and 7 per cent OfGDP, respectively.

The nationalised banking system played a subordinate, and in relation to the
physical planning system purely accommodating, role. The banks' main function was

simple: to supply the economy vvith the required means of payment.
The real interest rate was low - under the prevailing inflatjonary conditions, it was

strongly negative in all four countries during most of the 19805 - and substantial
subsidies were directed to the state and co-operative systems via the banks. Private

individuals could not borrow money, and private savings were normallv made in
foreign exchange (and, in Vietnam, gold). The quasi-banking system was, as a matter
of fact, characterised by a virtual absence ofdeposits; no citizen in our countries would
normally open a savings account in the state banking system before the economic
reforms, and no responsible state manager would voluntarily choose to keep the
company's excess liquidity in a bank.

A reluctance to close down state companies was another characteristic of all four
economies, withvietnam beingthe extreme case where the concept of bankruptcydid
not even exist in the legislation. This led to effects well-known from other socialist
economies, such as the locking-in of capital in unprofitable sectors and enterprises,
thereby making the transfer of capital and other factors of production from stagnant
and ineflicientactivities to more productive areas difficult or impossible.

The Sej! Budget Constmint

The "rules of the game" also differed in other respects from the ones we are used to in
marketeconomies. As a direct consequence of, among other things, the rethsal to close
down uneconomic enterprises, state companies were, albeit to varying degrees,
confronted with a very "soft" budget constraint (a concept first introduced by the
Hungarian economist ] anos Kornaig"). If the budget constraint is soft enough,
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20. Kornai's concept of the soft budget constraint has given rise to a voluminous literature. and virtually no modern
analysis of socialist economies fails to make reference to Kornai. See Kornai (l986), and, for recent contributions.
Nagaoka/Atiyas (l990), Hare (l990). van Bmbant (l990), Scott (l990). The following comments by van Brabant are
directly relevant to our countries. and in particular to Vietnam before the economic reforms: "Because of sellers'

markets. inventory policies of flrms are geared toward ensuring inputs rather than output to satisfy demand. Though
investment bolicies could in principle help to restore balance. firm behaviour is strongly influenced by the 'quantity
drive' or the utge to raise output regardless of cost and the saleability of output. This drive leads to 'in$atiabie demand'
for inputs, including 'investment hunger'. made possible by the so-called soft budget constraint - essentially the ability
of films to survive and expand regardless of probtability as the planning bureaucracy is expected in the end to bail out
unprofitable firms through subsidies. higher prices, lower taxes. or bank loans on easy term$." (p. I64)
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inefliciency and unprolitability are not punished as long as the physical planning
targets are fnlfilled (and. ven' often. even when they are not fulfilled); ineflicient
companies could normally rely on being bailed out either by the banks or directly by
the government. It mav also be added that with the large distortions that characterised

relative costs and prices in all four contries, financial viability was an admittedly poor
ciiterion ofeconomic efiiciency before the economic relorms were implemented.

The soft budget constraint has several important implications. The link between
"macro" and "micro" is, tobegin with, weakened; for example, 21 restrictive financial or

monetarypolicywill not necessarily lead to a change in bellaviour at enterprise level as

long as the budget restriction is not binding, and physical production goals are
accorded higher priority than economic criteria. Further, attempts to correct a

distorted price and cost structure mav easilvbecome meaningless if relative prices plav
a marginal role. It is not just 21 question of, to use a phrase currcntly in vogue, "getting
the prices right"", it is also - and to begin with - a question of makingpviaes malte):

An Imuurd-ariented Development Stmtegy

Import substitution strategies in socialist economies have orten resulted in the

countries behaving as if they were "large" economies. attempting to produce a wide

vaxiety of commodities domestically. Socialist economies have thereiore tended to
develop a production structure which is largely independent of the countries' com-

parative advantages. They have become unspecialised economies in an era when the
rest of the world is moving towards higher and higller degrees of specialisation.

Naturally, in an extremely poor and small counuy like Guinea-Bissau, these

tendencies never became as procounced as in V ietnam. However, neclect of exports
was a consistent feature in all four economies.

in Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique and Nicaragua - traditionallv heaxily dependent
upon exports ofraw materials from the agricultural sector - the exportvolume actually
declined drastically during the 19805.

In Vietnam, exports remained exceedingly low. As late as in 1987 - before the

export success of 1989 and subsequentyears - Vietnam had a total export of little more
than one billion American dollars (UsD),ofwhich almost 60 per centwent to the the
Councilfor Mutual EconomicAssistance (Comecon) countries.Exports to the convert-

ible currency area amounted to less than seven USD per capita per annum - which, to
make a comparison, was appreciably loss than Singapore's per capita exports per day.

To illustrate these Observations, some data on the foreign trade situation in 1987are

presented in table 4 below.
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Table 4. Exports and lmports in Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, Nicaragua and
Vietnam. 1981, millions of USD.

GUB MOZ NIC VIE
Exports I5 89 299 430

lmports 45 486 838 465
Balance of Merchandise Trade -30 -397 -539 -35

Exports per capita. USD I6 6 61 7

Noter Only trade with the convertible area is included in the above table.

Source: World Bank. World Development Report, I989. and various official sources.

The stagnation of exports was not only due to the consciously chosen "inward-

looking" developmentstrategy, however. The chronic "sellers' market"which charac-

terised these economies signified - again z1 recogniseable pattern from other planned
economies with constant excess demand - that the quality of the goods produced
sullered. With the exceptjon of simple bulk goods, it became almost impossible to

export to the demanding markets of the West. The only altemative was to export to
other countries where a sellers' market also prevailed, that is primarily to the Sovjet
Union and other Comecon members (a trade thathasvirtually collapsed today) . Itmay
also be added that the United States and several ofher allies maintained a strict trade

embargo against Nicaragua during most of the 19805. The trade embargo against
Vietnam is, as mentioned earlier, still in force.

In all countries, the extremely overvalued currencies formed a powerful obstacle to

export; as a rule it was both simpler and more profitable to sell on the domestic market.
The ratjo between official and parallell rates of exchange was around 1:10 in Guinea-

Bissau, Mozambique andvletnam in the mid 19805; in Nicaragua, the difference was

even larger.
The countries under review exhibit, to summarize, a number of striking similarities

as to choice of development strategy. The crisis symptoms in the mid-1980s were also

strikingly similar, and can be summarised as

0 hugo macroimbalances;

' large distortions in relatjve costs and prices, and pervasive shortages;

0 a low or (Mozambique, Nicaragua) negative rate of economic growth;

0 a disastrous export performance;

' a low rate of domestic savings;

* tendencies towards demonetjzation, i.e. towards barter trade and/ or a dollarisa-

tjon of the economv:

' high aid dependency;

' structural distortions, in particular a neglect of agriculture.
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4.

MAjOR C0cLUsl0s
FDM THE CASE STUDIES

Vvhile the preceding chapters only occasionally made reference to the four evaluations
of import support commissioned bv SIDA, the purpose ofthe remajnder of this report
is to presentthe mzgor conclusions from these case studies. Since they all cover ;1 wealth

of information and observations, any selection of major points to stress is necessarilv

subjective, and I apologise in advance for not making justice to the individuell reports.
The conclusions that follow are divided into three paris. To begin with, an attempt

is made to summarise the main conclusions as regards the macroeconomic impact of

Swedish import support in the past. Asecondpartis a summaryofthe assessmenlis made

in the reports of today's macroeconomic policies. Finally, the main recommendations

to Sweden as for future import support to Guinea-Bissau. Mozambique, N icaragua and

Vietnam are presented.

lv.l Macroeconomic Effects of Swedish Import Support
to Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, Nicaragua and Vietnam

IV I.I The Oöemll Size o ForeignAid (md Szuedenisltole as MajorDOnOr

Table 5 below provides some statistics in order to illusu"ate the ovemll role of foreign aid in

general, and Swedish aid in particular, to Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, Nicaragua and

Vietnam. The data is ofdoubtful accuracy, and noteasily comparable between the countzies,

but the figures may nevertheless serve to indicate something about aid dependenty.

Table 5. Official DevelopmentAssistance (ODA) to Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique,
Nicaragua and Vietnam in 1989.

Country GDP per capita AId/GDP ODA/capita (USD) Sweden as %

(USD 1989) (%) Total Swedish of Total ODA

GUB I80 59 % 105 I3 I2 %

MOZ 80 67 % 53 8 Is %

NIC 360 18 % 65 I9 29 %

VIE I20 2 % 2.3 0.8 35 %

Source: Proposition 1991/92:l00, Bilaga 4. p. 298-385 and World Bank. World Development Report, various

issues. Noter Aid from the Comecon countries is not lncluded above.
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Swedish commodity assistance [ to Mozambique ] is widely appreciated by the
Governmentof Mozambique because of its regularity and reliability, butalso because
of its untied nature. Sweden is the largest donor to Mozambique and all assistance is
provided on grant terms [Sharpley ] .

SIDA'S import support [ to Guinea-Bissau ] has not been of sufficient size (until
1992-93) on itsown to have a mägoreifecton macroeconomic developmenls...However,
on closer examination, SIDA has piayed a vital role in allowing imports ofcertain
goods (particularly zinc roofs and batteries); and its countervalue funds served a
crucial purpose in funding 25-30 % of the FND (National Development Fond) until
1990, and by paying teachers' salaries in 1991 [ Martin ] .

[[Zl.3lmpact on Economic Gmzuth

For reasons indicated above, the relatively small size ofsweden's import support in
relation to overall imports makes it difhcult or impossible to assess how this partjcular
contribution to the donor community's bridging of the foreign exchange gaps has
affected economic growth.

The authors of the evaluatjon reports are therefore very cautious when it comes to
measuring the effects. However, a few points desewe to be made.

In Mozambique, Swedish import support funds have largely been channelled
through an administratjve agency, GCPI (Ga!linne de Cocrrdmaeao de Prqgmmas de
Impartamo), which co-ordinates the allocation of import licenses and procurement of
imports. A minor share ofswedish import support has, at times, been made available
for a non-

administrative, open general license system for foreign exchange allocation
initiated by the World Bank.

According to one study (Rebelo, 1990), it appears as if Swedish funds have largely
been used to import consumer goods, vehicles, spare parts and certain raw materials

and inputs. Thiswould, by andlarge, correspond to the ove1all pattern ofMozambican
imports, which have been dominatedby consumergoods and a wide varietjes of input5,
spares, etc. However, the fact that Swedish import support has been channelled
through the official system, without ear-marking of the funds", means that there is no
meaningful way to assess how the Szuedishfunds have been used; since Mozambique has

pooled most available funds in the GCPI system, the "fungibility" has been very high.
The author of the Mozambique report refrains from drawing anyfirm conclusions

about the efiects of the Swedish import support on economic growth. "The impact of
incentive goods, raw materials and investment goods on the supply response of the
economy cannot be quantjfied in any meaningful sense because of the lack ofimport
andproduction data", is the conclusion. However, since the author stronglyargues that
the foreign exchange bottleneck has severely limited the recovery of the productive
sectors of the economy, the general hypothesis is that import support has been useful
in arresting the economic decline.

In Guinea-Bissau, Swedish import support has has been explicitly targeted at a

2 I . Only a small "negativa lis=" of commodities such as military equipment andluxurygoods has limited thefree disposal
of Swedish import support funds.
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positive list of imports of agricultural inputs and incentive goods. According to the
report, "the agricultural sector focus and the positive list have been successful

mechanisms for providingkeyimports in the quantities and at the time desired by the

market, thereby avoiding gluts and shortages".

According to the Guinea-Bissau report, it does appear as if the increased supply of

incentive goods and inputs made available through import support from Sweden and
other donors has had a positive impact on agricultural growth. "There is no doubt that

food production rose sharply: in spite of the rising population, the food deficit has

fallen from 30,000 tonnes in 1986 to 15,000 in 1991". The author indicates, however,
that even better results should have been expected, as "the vast improvements in

ag1icultural incentive policies since l987have borne limitedfruit." The role ofSwedish

import support in this process has been marginal - but marginally positive.

In Vietnam, the concrete handling of Swedishimport supporthas evolved over time
- in part as a response to changingperceptions and aid policies in Sweden, but largely
as a result ofdevelopments in Vietnam. Among the changes to be observed is, to begin

with, a movement away from treating import support as an outright subsidy to the

recipientproduction unitandtowards treatingitas a loan that shouldbe repayablewith

interest to the Ministry ofFinance and, second, an attempt. to move awayfrom having

the recipients of import support determined administratively by different ministiies
and towards an allocation of imports determined through market forces via the

intermediation of the banking system. Other significantreforms thattookplace during

the period involved the complete untying of any obligation to purchase Swedish

exports, and a requirement that at least 25 per cent of the imported commodities
should be made available to f1rms in the private sector.

The concrete handling of import support invietnam has, as this brief overview has

indicated, differed considerablyfrom the mechanisms usedin Guinea-Bissau, Mozam-

bique andNicaragua. Itshould also be stressed thatvirtuallyall Swedish importsupport

to Vietnam has been directed towards a limited number of productive activities, almost

exclusivelyin the manufacturing sector. The end-users of the commodities can thus be

identified - the evaluation report contains a number of interesting observations about

the actual use of the funds in individual cases - and the effects can more easily be

identified than in cases where the impact gets lost in the general fungibility of foreign

aid.

Asfor the impact on growth in Vietnam, the general conclusion is that "the scheme

seemed to be working very usefully in the sense that the imported commodities were

generally adding to domestic production and employment". And: "Swedish import
support is a good way of promoting sustainable economic growth in Vietnam. It was

always a quick way of expandingvietnamese output. It has evolved into an instrument

for promoting sustainable growth because its modalities and inst1uments have been
changed in negotations with the Vietnamese authorities.

In Nicaragua, the extreme shortage of foreign exchange until quite recently made,

as indicated earlier, Swedish import support usefhl in providing "easy" hard currency.
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The author of the Guinea-Bissau report is alone is discussing the independence
Objective. The conclusion is that the structural adjustment programme as a whole has

reduced the countiy's national independence (see section lV.2.1 below).

ill I .5 Fisoal and Moneturylmpact o Swedish Importsuj>port
und the Problem (y' CmmtajJartFum£€

Import support can, as discussed in Part II, be expected to influence not only real, but
also monetary, variables in the recipient country. Issues to consider in this context are
mainly related to the fiscal deficit, money creation and inflation, which are all
considered, to varying degrees, in the evaluation reports.

The direct eifect on the price level comes through the increased supply of
commodities. In the Guinea-Bissau report, the conclusion is that Swedish import
support has alleviated shortages of certain key commodities in rural areas, thereby
reducing shortages. The import support scheme has also reduced prices by bulk
purchasing, which has contributed to price stability.

In Vietnam, the quantities of raw materials and other inputs supplied to a limited

number of manufacturing enterprises are clearly too small to be able to significantly
effect the general price level. In individual cases, some shortages may have been
avoided, thereby stabilising prices for individual commodities.

In Nicaragua, the evaluation report concludes that "during the Sandinista period,
more imported inputs (due to import support) were likely to permit increased
production, and this increase (that could nothave taken place otherwise) would exert
a deflationary influence on the economy (in the absence of other changes)." However,
with a rate of inflation exceeding several thousand per centduring the lat.ter halfof the
19805, the discussion about the impact ofSwedish import support on the overall price
level becomes rather academic; imports financed by Sweden may have helped to case

certain limitedbottlenecks, butwith afiscaldeficitaveragingover thirtypercentof GDP
towards the end of the decade, financed almost entirelyby the printing press, any such
effect was a drop in the ocean.

In Mozambique, however, the impact of import support from Sweden and a number
of other donors has been far from marginal. lmports ofconsumer goods andkeyinputs
financed by these schemes have been of paramount importance for the supply of
commodities in the Mozambican economy. Well over 80per cent of the total marketed
supply ofbasic foodgrains has been supplied byforeign donors (under va1ious food aid
andemergencyprogrammes) , andfor industrial consumergoods, the figure maybe even

higher. Clearly, import support in vaiious forms has multiplied the supply of commodi-
ties in Mozarnbique land, certainly, helped to boost demand as well).

As for the fiscal impact of import support the key question is whether counterpart
payments are made or not. The situation in this respect differs considerably between
the four countries.

In Mozambique, the impact of counterpart funds is exceedingly large. Total
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revenues and giants from various forms of foreign aid - food aid, import support, etc.

- amounted to between 37 and 49 per cent of total government revenue, or 18-25 per

cent of GDP, between 1987 and 1991.

Potentially, counterpart funds generated by the sales of Swedish cornmodity

support are rather large in Mozambique.Total Swedish aid amounts to almost ten per
cent OfGDP in Mozambique, of which balance of payments support, includingimport

support, has accounted lbr over halfin some years. Countervalue from this source alone

thus represents several percentage points of GDP.

It should also be stressed that the use ofSwedish counterpartfunds in Mozambique

(as in the other three countries) is very tlexible. The revenues are available as general

budget support for recurrent or capital expenditures, and are not tied to specihc

Swedish projects or used for off-budget items. They carry, in short, no obligations for

additional state spending, but can be used entirely to fmance the fiscal deficit, contrary

to the principles applied by many other donors, which still insist on the tying of
counterpart funds, often to the financing of their own development projects (or even,
in some cases, to pay for the aid agencies' own staffexpenses in local currency).

However, the Mozambican report concludes that "there is considerable evidence

to suggest that a large percenmge of counterpart tt1nds supposedto be collected bythe

governmentfrom the importing entities is in fact collected late, collected onlyin part,

ornot collected at all...ltislikelythaton average much less than half of the countervalue

is paid within one month of the goods clearing customs." In addition to the income
distribution effects of the lax enforcement of countervalue payments

- individual

importers can reap handsome prof1ts
- the poor payinent rate also reduces the anti

-

inflationary impact of commodity aid.
In the case of Swedish aid, where stricter control has been exercised, the report

estimates that some 66-67 per cent of counterpart payments are, in fact, being made.

In order to increase the anti-inflationaxy impact of Swedish import support, and to

reduce the scope for rent-seekingbehaviour and corruption, the author recommends

that Sweden, together with other donors, assist the government. of Mozambique in

enforcing proper counterpart fund procedures.
In Nicaragua, the extreme overvaluation of the domestic currency - which, in the late

19805, reached staggeringproportions - made countewalue payments, even if they were

made, rather illusory. In view ofthis situation, itis only natural that, as stated in the report,

very little thought has been given on both sides to the issue of counterpartfunds".

The revolving funds schemes (FOPEX, FAIM) have, however, had their particular

arrangements, using credits on (almost) commercial terms to the end
-usersrather than

counteivalue payments. As indicated earlier, the rate of repayment to the revolving

funds has been disappointingly low, however.

In Guinea-Bissau, as in Mozambique, counterpart funds have come to represent a

very important source of govemment revenue. As in the other three countries, the

problem of counterpart funds was hardly an issue in the past (i.e., before structural
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adjustment). when the grosslv overvalued rate of exchange made pavments of
countervalue in local currency according lo the official tate of exchange quite
ridiculous, from z1fiscal pointofview. Anditwas the importer, rather than the Treastuy,
that reaped almost the entire benefit.

In Guinea-Bissau, again as in the other three countries, a more realistic tate of
exchange has now been established. Great improvcments in the collection ofcounter-
part funds have also been made in recentyears, and to make the system even better
regarded as a top priority by the government. Previously a large proportion of
countervalue was simply forgotten, or financed by unsustainable credit or tell into
arrears. Creditfinancing ended in 1991, however, and in the first halfof 1992, virtually
all arrearswere cleared. Future counte1value willbe (tollected by the commercial banks.

In view of the small size of Swedishimport support in the past, its effects on the fiscal
deficitand on inflation have necessarilybeen marginal.sweden has, however, regarded
proper payment ofcountetvalue as a matter ofprinciple. and has once suspended the
import support programme because of non-payment of countervalue (somewhat
ironically: Guinea

-Bissau has been the bestperformer ofall countries in this respect in
recent years, but it is the only country among the four that has been punished so
drastically by SIDA because of non-payment).

In Vietnam, several of the recipients, in particular in the state sector, have been
unable, or unwilling, to pay their countervalue. In the past, most ofsweden's import
support was granted on easy terms - an Oveivalued rate of exchange, in combination
with a negative real rate of interest and lax enforment of pavment obligations, made
the import support become a form of working capital subsidy to the end-user - but this
has graduallybeen changed. Today, after a long series ofreforms of the import support
procedures, the payment of countervalue is done to the Ministry off inance through
credits from the banking system; the intention is that import support will be directed
towards units which the banks consider creditworthy (i.e. profitable).

The report on Vietnam concludes that this mehanism has several advantages, and
that it might be difficult to exert a similar influence ifthe Swedish funds were granted
for generalisedbalance of

payments supportrather than import support. The marginal
size of the Swedish import support program in comparison with the Vietnamese state
budget makes the issue ofcountervalue payments a question of principles rather than
a macroeconomic problem, however; as a support to the reform programme, the new
mechanism should be seen as a means to strengthen the rule of the banking system, to
improve allocative eflficiency (by abolishing arbitrary subsidies to individual enter-

prises) and to reduce the scope for rent-seeking behavior.

Iizi.bimpactonihereulruteo Exdmnge

As discussedin Part II, the impactof foreign aid in general, and ofbalance ofpayments
support in particular, on the rate of exchange in the recipient country may deserve
more attention than it has received from aid donors.
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Aproblem not addressecl in the four evaluations is whether access to foreign aid in

Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, Nicaragua and Vietnam in the past actually delaved the

process of economic reform by enabling the countries to continue with erroneous

policies, such as discrimination ofexports, including an overvalued rate of exchange.

Wewill therefore notattem ptany judgement - onlyindicate that this "policy eflect" muy

have been present. In the absence ofimport support in the 19805, the countries mig/Lt

have had to adjust the late ofexchange and other distortions earlier than thev (lid. On
the other hand, it may also be argued that the combined effect ofan increased flow of

foreign exchange and macroeconomic conditionality may have been to accelerate a

long overdue reform of the exchange rate regime in Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique and

Nicaragua.
As for the situation today, all reports observe the drastic devaluations. in real terms,

that have taken place since the initiation of structural adjustment. The margms

between official and parallel markets for foreign exchange are today, in all four

countries, quite small (around ten per cent, on average).
Only one of the reports, Nicaragua, expresses concern about the fact that today's

large inflow of foreign exchange, mainly in the form of aid, constitutes a problem for

the real late ofexchange. And while the other three reports conclude that the present

late of exchange is notovervalued. the Nicaraguan report suggests that the Nicaraguan

economy today (but not necessarily tom01row, when large debt pa)ments have to be
made) suffers from an aid-induced "Dutch disease" problem, making a recovery of the

production of tradables diflicult.

Ill I.7 The Rule o Smeden (md Swedish lmpm-tsupjJort

in the Policy Dlhlogue
To judge from these four studies, Sweden has kept a rather low profile in the policy

dialogl1e, in particular in the three countries (Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique and

Nicaragua) where the international financial institutions have entered the scene in

connection with structural adjustment programmes.

The Guinea-Bissau report regrets this low prolile. 'This report has found that SIDA

has until now had little influence on economic policy - especially compared to its role as

a mzjordonor - thoughithas greater knowledge ofthe economy than most other donors.

SIDAS laudable attimde has been that the the Government of Guinea-Bissau should be

left toformulate its own priorities, andthat insofar as itrequests assistance, SIDAwill help.

There is little evidence that this has allowed import support to give SIDA leverage on

macroeconomic policy. Ratherthe Guinean governmentregards SIDA asthe 'soft' donor
which can be relied upon to be f1iendly...However, this has never been the attitude of

other bilateral donors. They have not hesitated to lobby (or in some cases set formar

conditions) on macroeconomic policy, as a quid pro quo for import support.

Another quotation from the Guinea-Bissau report - which, together with the

Vietnamese report, is the one which devotes most attention to this issue - may be

relevant for other countries as well:
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"Insofar as SIDA'S (and other donors') import support has had positive elfects on

macroeconomic development5, particularly on internal trade and agricultural incen-
tives, it

has encouraged improvements in the Guinean govemment economic policy.
This is especially obvious in relation to improving external trade and exchange

liberalisation;internal trade liberalisation; the collection and utilisation of counterpart
funds; and customs efliciency. In addition,since 1987, balance ofpayments and import
support have enhanced SIDAS image and recognition as a major donor.

Theycouldpotentially givesiDAakeyrole in assistingin thedesign of macroeconomic
policy. It has notyet used this because itbelieves the Guinean govemmentshould not
have priorities dictated by donors. Both other donors and the the IMF and the World

Bank institutions are not hesitating in meddling and sometimes dictating to the
Guinean government, with differentaims from SIDA, and sometimes to the detriment
of long-term sustainable development.

The Mozambican report does not explicitly discuss Sweden's role in the policy
dialogue as separate from the stance of the donor community and the international
financial institutions as a whole.

Outside the programme assistance, Sweden plays a more active role in Mozam-

bique. SIDA is, for example, the read, or coordinating, agency for the educational
sector in Mozambique. In connection with policy-based assistance, Sweden has,

however, decided to support the overall direction of the reforms, rather than try to
influence the programme by,for example, putting upits own, bilateral conditions. One
reason could be that SIDA has comparatively less competence in macroeconomic
management than in, say, health, telecommunications or primary education.Another
reason could simplybe that Sweden has been rather satisfied with the way the the IMF

and the World Bank institutions and the govemment of Mozambique have designed
and implemented the stn1ctura1 adjustment programme.

In Vietnam, the situation is again different. Since Vietnam's invasion ofCambodia
in the late 1970sand untilquite recently, Sweden wasvirtuallythe onlywestern bilateral
donor working in Vietnam, and Sweden played a far more active role in the policy
dialogue than in the other three countries under review.

The authorof the report on Vietnam stronglyemphasises the role playedbyswedish
import support in the process of "mutual leaming provided by the negotiation of the
modalities of the programme and the monitoring of its subsequent performance.

And: "By chance and byingenuity, andwithvietnamese consent, Sweden's import
support programme has evolved into an instrument for encouraging policy reform
and, overa limited range, forexploringmodalitiesthatwill make itmore successful...Much
the most interesting aspects of Sweden's import support in Vietnam are (i) how the
programme has been shaped over time, and (ii) its use in the process of policydialogue
and reform. From the studies that the consultant has read of Tanzania, Zambia,

Mozambique and Nicaragua the import support programme does not appear to have

been used in anything like the same way in these other countries. Was the potential
there for doing so? Possibly not to the same extent. For while itis true that Vietnam has
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avery special position in Sweden's overseas aidprogramme as a whole, itis also true that

Sweden has a very special position amongstdonors for the Government of Vietnam.As
a long-standing friend from the West, and more recently as Vietnam's single largest

bilateral donor, Sweden iswell placed to be accepted as a sympathetic guide to the perils

and requirements of the marketeconomy, and moreover has equippedits Hanoi oliice
with a staff well-equipped, respected andwilling to actin that capacity. The lesson is this:

the beneficial (or even harmful) impact of import support depends greatly upon the
design of the programme and the allocations made under it; the more work that is put
into these aspects, the greater the potential benef1t for the recipient.

In the report on Nicaragua, the role of Sweden in the policy dialogue is hardly
mentioned. As in the case ofGuinea-Bissau and Mozambique, SIDA emerges as a "soft"

donor, with little intention to use the large aid programme for macroeconomic
leverage. Certain modalities of the import support prograrnme, such as the revolving
funds, were, however, introduced with active assistance from Sweden.

One aspect, not mentioned in the report, that might be observed is the fact that

SIDA did finance an appreciable input of technical assistance to key areas such as lax

reform and macroeconomic advice. These activities, intended to strengthen the

Government's admittedly poor macroeconomic capacity, was not tied to the import
support programme, however.

After the change of Government in 1990, the international financial institutions

and the United States have come to replace Sweden as the largest suppliers of hard

currency. The size of the Swedish import support programme has been increased, but
the already marginal role of Sweden in the policy dialogue has been further reduced
as the the IMF and the World Bank institutions entered the scene.

IV.2 The Present Situation: Structural Adjustment
and Import Support

IIZ2.I OuemllAssessmento thestmctu1-al Adjustmmtpl-ogmmmm

While the preceding chapter has attempted to summarise some of the conclusions

about the elfectiveness of Swedish import support in the past, the purpose of this

section is to discuss how the programmes fil into today's macroeconomic situation in
the four countries. In particular, given that programme aid should be regarded as

support to a policy worthy ofgeneral support (or as a means to influence a certain set

of policies in 21 desired direction against the will of a reluctant govemment) , the key

question to be asked in this context is whether the economic programmes presently

being implemented are coherent and credible enough to deserve such support.
The answer to this question differs considerablybetween our four countries. Thus,

while the structural adjustment programmes in Mozambique andvietnam are given
rather high grades, that ofGuinea-Bissau is surroundedby a large number ofquestion-

marks. Nicaragua, in this sense, occupies an intermediate position.
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To begin with itcan, however, be concluded that all four countries have made great
progress in eliminating the mostglaringdistortions of relative prices that characterised
the economies before the economic reform process began to be im plemented. By and
large, prices have been liberalised, and the hugo differences that existed earlier

between prices on the official and parallel ("black" or "grey") markets have virtually
disappeared; for example, in no country is the difference between the ofhcial and
parellel late of exchange larger than Hfteen per cent. Deregulation of domestic and
foreign trade has been rapid, andprivatisation ofstate enterprises have taken place in
all countries.

Asfor macrostabilisation, the picture is more mixed. Inflation has been drastically
reducedin N icaragua, butremains rather high - som 30-60per cent - in Guinea-Bissau,

Mozambique and Vietnam. In Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique and Nicaragua, massive
increases in capital inflows - mainly aid andloans, in N icaragua also some private capital

have helped to finance large fiscal and current account deficits. The sustainability of
the programmes in the absence ofhugo flows ofaid can therefore be questioned; only
Vietnam has largely relied upon the country'soM1 resources to reduce macroeconomic
disequilibria.

Both Vietnam and Guinea-Bissau have managed to achieve a respectable rate of
economic growth - around five per cent per year, on average - since the process of
economic refonn was started. In Nicaragua, stagnation has continued (albeit not
stagflation", as before). In Mozambique, a strong recovery after the crisis years

preceding the reforms has taken place, but growth has been sluggish in recentyears.
In Mozambique and Guinea-Bissau, the rate of growth appears to be decelerating in
1991 and 1992.

Major achievements and problems areas in the four different countries are

summarised in the following way in the four reports:

Mozambique

Mozambique's achievements under the Economic Rehabilitation Programme
(PRE) 1987-89 and the Economic and Social Rehabilitation Programme (PRES)
1990-92 have been substantial, especially when viewed against the country's eco-

nomic background of acute poverty, extensive destruction ofphysical infrastructure
caused by the war, and lack of skilled human resources to carry out the reform
measures, programmes and project5.

There has been a major improvement in the magnitude of macroeconomic
imbalances since 1987 . Macroeconomic adjustment has been especiallyimpressive in
the area of fiscal stabilization where domestic bank f1nancing of the fiscal deficit
recently has been eliminated. Comprehensive administratjve controls over pricing
and distribution have been largelydismantled, except in those areas of the economy
still most seriously a~ected by the emergency. The reduction in state subsidies and
increase in govemment revenues has been striking. The massive price and exchange
late distortions of the early 19805 have been drastically diminished, and substantive
improvements have been implemented in the allocation offoreign exchange and the
tariff system [ Sharpley] .
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The author, however, also expresses concern about a number ofproblem areas -

apart from obvious concerns about the war and the difficult security situation - such

as inefficient use of public expenditures and declining investment.

The major concern regarcls the availability of foreign aid, and (leclining foreign
l...

exchange inflows from a number of (lonors. The author regards the Mozambican
~

economy as basically foreign exchange constrained. "The economic growth prospects
for 1991 -92 are not encouraging...The overall reduction in donor assistance available

L

to finance imports for rehabilitation, investment, and incentive goods is bound to curb

the supply response of the economy and make it more difiicult to attain the 4.5 - 5.0 per

cent growth rate for 1991 -93 projected in the Policy Framework Paper.

Lack ofaid coordination is stronglvst;resse(las a problem in relation to the structural

adjustment programme.

Vietnam
The author of the report on Vietnam is impressed by recentachievements in terms

of economic growth and policy reform:

Despite its poverty and a number of exceptional difhculties, the growth OfGDP
in Vietnam over the past five years has averaged more than 5 per cent. Growth over
the next few years is likely to be even more rapicl, and the country is widely believed

to be capable of hemming one of Asiaös next Newlv lndustrialising Economies.

Policitically, the country is still ruledby its communistpartvwhich clearlv intends
to retaiu its rolc as the 'reading power for state and society'. There is no talk ofmulti-
party democracy. But policies and personnel are being changed. The rule of the
private sector (including foreign invcstment) is being encouraged and expanded
while the public sector contracts. Output targets are being set for a small number of

strategic commodities. Trade is rapidly being switched from Comecon partners to
hard currencymarkets. State en terprises are being reestablished as share compan ies.

Prices, includingthe prices oflabour and offoreign exchange,are beingincreasingly
set by market forces rather than by administrative Hat. Agriculture has been
decollectiyised.

Perhaps the most remarkable of all the achievemcnts of the Vietnamese
economy in the past five years has been the ability to redirect the pattern of the
country's trade following the disintegration of the Comecon and to survive the
cessation of Soviet aid and technical assistance while still mainLaining a positive

growth late in (3DP [ Faber ] .

There are many problem areas, however:

There may be doubts as to how quickly the government will be able to get tid of
the subsidies to inefhcientsmte-owned enterprises which largely cause the excessive
credit creation that fuels inflation; and doubts too as to how effectively a communist

governmentwillbe able to shapc the institutionsandthe policies needed to guide the
development ofa thrusting market economy. There must be questions too as to how
the rehabilitation and extension ofthe country's crumbling and inadequate infra-

structure is to be financed. But over the direction of change,an(l over the apparent
determination to proceed with fnrther changes, there can be no doubt.

If both policy reform and growth rates are taken into account, Vietnam undoubt-
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edly stands out as the best performer of the four countries under review. It may also be
observed that the Vietnamese - in sharp contrast with the Mozambican case - have

accomplished this in the midst of decliningvolumes of foreign aid, and without an
agreement with the intemational financial institutions.

Nicaragua
In Nicaragua - the only country ofthe fourwhere a change in governmenthas taken

place duringthe period underreview - the picture is mixed.The new govemmenfsfirst
year in office, in economic policies symbolised by the so-called "Mayorga Plan", was a

complete failure, with the rate of inflation actually accelerating sharply, and with a

continueddecline in overall production. However, the situation improved appreciably
in early 1991:

After the failure of the 'Mayorga Plan' there followed a period of uncertainty and
indecision in matters of economic policy. However, the government succeeded in
addressing several importamissues.Firstly, itabandoned its previous confrontational
style of government and started serious negotiations both with labour and with the
Sandinista leadership, seeking a basic consensus on matters ofeconomic policy; this
led to the 'Concertacirfn Agreement' which established a political truce af ter a year of
almost incessant conflict and crisis [Palma ] .

The major achievement of the new government was the Stabilisation Programme,
launched in March l991,whose cornerstone was a hugo devaluation in combinatjon
with a currency reform. The govemment also used the programme to introduce cuts
and changes in the allocation of public expenditure. In particular, defense expendi-

tureswere drastjcallyreduced;in 1989, duringthe contrawar, approximately50per cent
of the state budget had been used on defense.

The March 1991 stabilisation programme succeeded, concludes the report, where
many others had failed. Inflation came to a sudden halt. Also,

Byjune, the govemmenthad succeededin financingits spendingfor the previous
four months from a combination of lax revenues, foreign aid and olficial foreign
borrowing. This was a remarkable improvement on its 1990 record, when the fiscal
deficitwas estimated at 14per cent.,.Finally, the governmentalso sped up the process
of import. liberalisation. As a result, after ten years of very low levels of investment,
technological backwardness, and high levels of protection, domestic industry sud-
denly had to compete on equal terms with foreign producers.

Crucial to the success of the 1991 plan was the solution of several important
problems affecting the capiml account of Nicaragua's balance of payments. It is

estimated that in 1991 and 1992 there will be an inflow of some USD 700 million in
different forms of capital inflows - foreign aid, grant5, loans, private capital inflows,
remittances from Nicaraguan workers living in the United States, etc. This amount is

around three times the expected level of exports in 1991 and 1992.
From the pointof viewof arrestinghypeiinflatjon, the stabilisation programme has,

since April 1991, been a success story. From having sufferedfrom Latin America'sworst
hype1inflation ever, Nicaragua has, during the last year, achieved a one-digit rate of
inflation.
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This is the bright side of the picture. But:

However, despite the initial success of the 1991 plan, there are some elements of

concern in the present situation. Firstly, the nominal rate of exchange seems to be

fixed at astill overvaluedlevelfrom the pointofview of the real side of the Nicaraguan

economy...The March 1991 devaluation and the price stability since the middle of
1991 must have broughtthis real rate of exchange down considerably, but it still has
a very long way to go down An ovexvalued real rate of exchangemworsens the

domestic relative prices of tradables against non-tradables. Although there is no

information yeton the effect that this maybe having on import competing activities,
the negative effect on some export activities seems to be evidentfrom the available
statistics Although it is difficult to calculate the short-term effects of a relatively

overvalued fixed exchange rate on Nicaragua's exports and import competjng
industries, there is evidence from other experiments of this kind that suggests thatthe

long-term effects are negative, and sometimes very damaging...in respect of the

sustainability of an anti-intlationary policy based on a still grossly overvalued iixed

exchange rate, one has to remain on die side of the skeptics.

Another cause for concern is the damage that the 1991 stabilisation programme
is producing in the social sectors...There is clear evidence that the social sector has

had to pay a disproportionate share of the cost of the stabilisation programme, and
areas such as health and education are already suffering serious deterioration. At the

same time, poverty and unemployment have increased at an alarming rate -by early
1991 unemployment stood at well over 40 per cent.

Guinea-Bissau

As in the case of Mozambique, the author stresses the lack ofaid coordination, and

the different modalitjes and conditions imposed by different donors, as a senous

problem in the implementation of the stn1ctura1 adjustment programme.

Among positive achievements, the report observes that "the Guinean adjustment

programme has produced a surprisingly high growth rate during 1987-91, averaging

5,2 per cent." However, in view of the wide array of policies to boost rural incentives -

such as large inflows of inputs and incentive goods, higher producer prices, etc - the

results in the agricultural sector are regarded as "disappointing": 'The vast improve-

ments in agricultural incentjve policies since 1987 have borne limited fruit.

Only cashews and food crops have shown any consistent response. Other

structural barriers to production and export increases are responsible - particularly
the division of the sector into large farms (pontus) and smallholdings (Labancas) and

the discrimination in favour of the pontus [Martin ] .

The author's assessment of the structural adjustment programme is appreciably

more critical than is the case in the other three countries. The critique differs

considerablyfrom the one delivered by the the IMF and the World Bank institutions,
however (which have temporarily suspended disbursements to Guinea-Bissau due to

slippage in the implementation of the programme):

Overall, the programme gives the impression of having been hastily and imper-

fectly constructedin order to ensure that multilateral debt service seemed able to be
paid -even though new aidflows have collapsed, and regardless of the consequences
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for the economy. Its targets were always unrcalistic and should not be expected to be
attained by the the Guinean government,. Multilateral debt accounts fbi approxi-
mately halfofthe total stock, and paylnent of multilateral debt dervice has become
the main drivingfbrce behind the design of the adjustmentprogramme,aswell as the
main problem for the budget and the balance of payments.

As for the immediate future, the author is pessimistic:

The short-term (1992) prospects for the economy are break...
GDP growth is expected to slow dramatically, and may turn negative...
The Government, Bank and donors now believe that itwill be impossible t.o meet

the fiscal revenue targets set in April...in spite of current savage expenditure cuts, the
Guinean government will be unable to meet its prima1y surplus target. or to pay
essential debt service to its multilateral creditors...

the Guinean governmentthinks itisvirtuallyimpossible to keepinflation below
50 per cent for the year 1992...

The balance of payments and foreign exchange availability are perhaps the
bleakest prospectsn.

The foreign exchange shortiall will have knock-on consequences for the rest of
the economy: export and import ax receipts will be below target, as will counterpart
funds for public investment. Shortages of imported consumer goods and rice will
accelerate inflation: in turn this will oblige more rapid devaluation to maintain the
real exchange late. especially with the instabilitv of a unified late.

The Guinea-Bissau evaluation is the only report which explicitly relates the struc-

tural adjustment programme to all five Swedish development aid Objectjves. The
conclusion is summarised as follows:

The current adjustment programme provides evidence of incompatibility with
SIDAS development cooperation aims. It is increasingly less growth-oriented, and
could focus a great deal more on economic and social equality and environmental
issues. Recessionaiy adjustmentmay well have a negative impact on democratisation

or democratisation maypostpone adjustmentduring the election period. National
political and economic independence has suffered under adjustment. Above all,
budgetary and balance of payments dependence on aid and imports has grown:
foreign exchange, import and budgetary constraints are crucial (though not the
only) barriers to renewed growth and adjustment in Guinea-Bissau.

National political and economic independence has suffered somewhat under
adjustment. Economic indicators show that the budget and balance ofpayments are
increasingly dependent on aid and debt relief; and that domestic savings and
investment rates have fallen. Independentmacroeconomic policymaking has been
overridden by the irresistible influence of the IMF and World Bank, and political
pressure from other donors.

IV.3 Recommedations for the Future
In view of the fact that Sweden's - and most other donors' - programme support is
closely linked to the success and credibility of a particular counuy's structural
adjustment programme, one might perhaps expect that the recommendations from
the four authors as to continued Swedish import support should follow their assess-
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ments of the respective programmes. This is not the case, however, as witnessed bythe

extreme cases: fbi Vietnam, where economic policies appear to have been most

successful, the recommendation is to reduce Swedish import support, at least in a

medium-term perspective, while the opposite recommendation is made for the least

successful country, Guinea-Bissau.

In all four reports, a number of concrete recommendations are made regarding,

for example, improvedaid coordination,counterpartfundprocedures, improvements
in the foreign exchange regime, suggestions for liscal policies, etc. Although most of
these recommendations are highly useful and valuable for SIDA and for the country

in question, theywill not be listed in this summary report, which mainly addresses the
macroeconomic issues of import support. The interested leader is therefore recom-

mended to consult the individual country reports if he or she wants more information

on particular issues.

Guinea-Bissau

The overall conclusion is that import support, given the critical shortage of foreign

exchange that can be expected in a short and medium term scenario, is a highly useful

form of assistance to Guinea-Bissau. Therefore, "SIDA should have no doubts about

continuing with substantial import support to Guinea-Bissau. Import support has

fulfilled - or could potentially fulfil - all of the goals intended by SIDA."

In a longer run perspective, however, "SIDA should aim to ensure that a successful

adjustmentprogramme will imply a reduction of its import support towards the end of
the 19905." The author recommends that additional Swedish funds to Guinea-Bissau

be made available for "directcontributions to economic growthbyprojectinvestments,

particularly in infrastructure (roads and water transport), and small agro-processing

industries. It could also increase its provision of technical assistance to increase

macroeconomic policymaking capacity, particularly in debt and aid management".
As to the overall composition of the Swedish import support, the author recom-

mends that: "the focus of SIDA import support should remain on imports for the
agricultural sector, whichis the most effective engine of growth of the economyand the

key sector in which adjustment needs to have positive result."
To allow for, for example, imports of industrial input5, or let the market alone

decide, would red.uce the positive effects:

In the light of the stagnation and uncreditworthiness of the industrial sector, the
question is whether in order to achieve an agricultural focus, it is necessary to have

a positive list, or whether the private sector can be relied upon to supply the goods
farmers want. The consultant has concluded that market determination of the goods

imported would make SIDA import support much less efficient in promoting value
for money, an efficient private trading system, and agricultural incentives. While the
private commercial system is still so under-developed, there remains a need for the

Guinean govemment to programme agricultural imports, in order to:
- continue coordinated bulkpurchases of goods andquality control, to maximise

value for money;
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assist efficient coordinated bids for goods by traders, to avoid gluts and
shortages of goods; and

- ensure that the goods imported are needed by farmers, rather than simply
profitable for the private traders [ Martin ] .

As for the use of counterpart funds generated by the sales of Swedish import
support, the author concludes that "there is no need for SIDA to consider imposing
conditions on the utilisation of its counterpart funds. However, it needs to push for
timely implementation of the measures currently being taken under the adjustment
programme, to ensure that budget expenditure is most effectively planned and
implemented, and that use of countervalue is transparent and publicly accountable.

The author strongly suggests a higher profile of Sweden in the policydialogue with
Guinea-Bissau, and to counteract the dominant influence by other donors in general,
and by the IMF and the World Bank in particular:

The IMF and (to a lesser extent) the World Bank have not hesitated to insist on

misconcieved adjustment policies, or to judge the the Guinean government record
of implementation too harshly, over the Guinean government andSIDA misgivings.

In this light, it is vital for SIDA to play a more active role in influencing the
formulation and execution of economic policy and future adjustment programmes,
at both the international and local levels. SIDA could take severai steps:

i) assisting the the Guinean govemment, in this crucial period when adjustment
is suspended, in formulatingits own coherentprogramme, to reduce dependence on
IMF and World Bank advice. It is uniquely placed to continue this technical role as
a 'friend of Bissau' before and after the elections:

ii) insisting on participating in IMF and World Bank macroeconomic missions,
particularly providing members for areas of SIDA expertise such as rural develop-

ment and the social sectors:

iii)organisingformal meetings with all IMF andworld Bank missions, preferably
both bilaterally and in a local meetings of all donor representatives;

iv) expressing SIDA views more forcefully in day-to-day meetings and contacts
with the World Bank resident mission and local representatives of other donors in
Bissau;

v) lobbying the IMF and World Bank for more flexible and appropriate condi-
tions, through its senior management and the Nordic Executive Directors in the IMF
and World Bank, and through regular contacts with Fund-Bank desk ofiicers.

The author, iinally, urges SIDA to become more involved in donor coordination
activities:

The tasks of coordinating other donors and assisting the policydialogue outlined
in this section are large, and may require additional manpower in SIDA'S Develop-

ment Cooperation Office in Bissau and technical assistance expenditure. However,
given the current suspension of the adjustment programme and the dire
macroeconomic prospects of stagflation, there is no more effective way for SIDA to
increase the effectiveness of its import support, and to improve the prospects of
sustainable development for Guinea-Bissau.
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Mozambique
High levels of foreign aid are, according to the Mozambique report, absolutely

essential. For the growth strategy to be effective in 1991-93, continued high levels of

capital assistance vvillbe critical. Otherwise,the existingper capita income levels ofUSD

80-100 will not be sustainable, and the modest growth that is anticipated will prove

impossible. Further declines in living standards would seriously jeopardize the viability
of the economic reform programme.

The author quotes, approvingly, a World Bank memorandum, stating that

Given the automatic link between donor aid and import levels, the reduction in

imports of raw materials and incentive goods vvill immediately impact adversely on
growth, and reduced investment and rehabilitation will produce a lagged relative fall

in growth. Both agricultural andindusuialdevelopmen twouldbe hampered [Sharpley] .

The role of Sweden is regarded as crucial:

The economic growth prospects for 1991-93 are not encouraging. Following
pledges at the Consultative Group Meetingin December 1990 there were reasons to
believe the level of donor assistance would increase in real terms in 199l...However,

only a few of the donors responded promptly and with higher levels of real

disbursements...To a large extent the economic and political viability of the eco-

nomic reform programme in 1991-93 will depend on the level of untied Swedish

commodity assistance, and the reliability and promptness of these disbursements in

support of the priority sectors. Additional and timelybalance of payments support is

needed in 1991-93 if Mozambique is to avoid a sharp contraction in domestic credit,
and deflationary monetary policies that would undermine economic growth.

The author identities shortage of foreign exchange as thecrucial bottleneck in the

Mozambican economy, and does not regard the high dependency on foreign aid as

serious at present.
As for the modalities of the Swedish import support, the author recommends an

administered allocative system for import licenses rather than an open general license

system with a marketrate of exchange (as has been suggestedbythe IMF and the World

Bank, and is presently being introduced in Mozambique):

It is preferable that over the next one to two years SIDA resources should be
disbursed through an administered system for the allocation of foreign exchange,
rather than a non-administered (open general license) system. The institutional
capacity of GCPI and the Central Bank to process import licenses and collect

countervalue payments requires strengthening. The allocation of import licenses
needs to be more closely integrated and co-ordinated with the banking system and

fiscal budget so to provide access to domestic credit for productive activities. The
unification of the official and secondary markets based on demand and supplyforces
is likely to be highlyvolatile in such a thin foreign exchange market, and a managed
floating exchange rate system would be more stable and therefore conducive to
medium term economic growth.

Since the author's assessment of the structural adjustment programme is highly

favourable, the best thing Sweden can do is to provide untied programme aid to
increase the viability of the programme. She concludes:
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In summary, over the period of the economic reform programme, commodity
assistance in the form of untied import support and balance of pay1nents support has
been the largest and fastest growing component of Swedish aid and currently
accounts fbi about half of total assisuince. Sectoral programmes and project aid
account for one-quartet' of Swedish assistance, while emergency aid has tended to
decline as a share of Sweden's co-operation programme with Mozambique, and
technical assistance has remained at around 5 per cent of official development
assistance. These ltmad lrmds should be Hmtinued. 1Wow spnri/imlly, Hu) km)! 0/ tmtied
Eo -mmodity assixtameshuuld bei nmmsed in real terms, (m(1emé€Åge1u*y assis!zm (rs/muld bexlomlv
jlhasezi out. ~€/mi(aI assistance through the Pemrmml (md Cons'u.ltumy Fzmd should be

mainlained in real Hms [emphasis in original ] .

Nicaragua
The overall conclusion as regards the appropriateness of balance of payments

support to Nicaragua under presentcircumstances is summarisedin the followingway:
Obxiously, the new economic situation of Nicaragua has many direct conse-

quences for Swedish aid. It is clear that for the time being at least the economy has
been stabilised and (thanks to developments in the capital account) the balance of
payment.s has ceased to be the main overall constraint on growth (if it is one at all).
Thus. import support and other balance ofpayments support should not have today
the same priorityfor Swedish aidas theyhadduringthe 19805. At the same time,given
the policy of import liberalisation,where traditionaJ and static comparative advan -

tages should play £1 crucial role, manufacturing industry also should not be accorded
today the same prioritv as before. On the other hand, the extraordinarv neglect of the
social sector makes it an urgent target for international assistance, particularly
through non-governmental organizations, municipalities, local organisations, etc.
F inally, in a country vvith a basically stable but not verydynamic economy, projectaid
could possibly become again an issue for consideration [Palma ] .

In the present adjustment programme, very little attention is paid to long-term
issues. "In Nicaragua today", writes the author, "there seems to be abundant short-term
f1nance (for both productive and speculatjve purposes), and very little for more long-

temi productive Objectives, like investment.

In Nicaragua, as emphasised earlier, it is not only a question of new economic
policies, butalso ofa new govemment, with new development Objectives and priorities.
Apparently, the author does not regard these priorities as fully compatible with
Sweden's development cooperation Objectives. Indeed, "the time seems to be ripe for
a comprehensive re-thinlcingof the whole of the structure ofSwedish aid to Nicaragua".

Instead of arguing for policy-related programme aid, such as untied import
support, the author suggests that "within the new economic and social realities of
Nicaragua, import support should be well down the list of priorities".

Indeed, instead ofsimply assisting the implementation of presentpolicies, Swedish

aid could be used to mmpmsatefor the Nicaraguan governmenFs relative neglect of
certain areas. After advocating a reduction of import support in general, the author
continues: "However, the same does not necessarily applyto importsupport to energy,
transport and health, because even if there is availability of foreign exchange in the
economy, it is very unlikelythatthe governmentwill allocate suflicient amounts of it to
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these essential activities. in fact, one of the few things that everybody we inte1viewed in

Nicaragua agreedwith, was that today some ofthe main bottlenecks for the Nicaraguan

economy are located in its verypoor infrastructure - energy, roads, ports, transporta-

tion, etc." Also, since "social conditions in Nicaragua today are appalling":

There can be little doubt that in Nicaragua today, as opposed to the 19805, the

social sector is in far greater need ofSwedish aid than the procluctive one (particularly
as the latter is given in the form of import support to large Hrms with, in some cases,

a short life expectancy).

The skepticism towards presentdevelopmentpolicies in Nicaragua is also reflected

in the author's recommendations to exercise a stricter control of countervalue

payments and the use counterpart funds:

Given the characteristicsof the government in Nicaragua at the moment, itseems
clear that SIDA should help to solve the impasse between the Central Bank and the
Ministry of F inance regarding both the 'property' and the amount of counterpart
funds. SIDA should also take a more active role in determiningthe use ofcounterpart
funds to make sure that the beneficiaries are those sectors and actjvities that SIDA

wants to help. The principle ofleast interference should only be applied in circum-

stances which have provided minimum assurances regarding the progressivenss of
economic and social policies. [Also: ] SIDA should ask for complete reports from the
Nicaraguan government regarding the use of its import support and counterpart
funds.

Clearly, Nicaragua is a case where present economic and social policies are not

regarded as reasonably well in accordance vvith Swedish development cooperation

Objectives; for this reason, SIDA'S priorities as regards the allocation of imports and the

use of counterpart funds are therefore assumed to bc "better" than those of the

recipient government.
The author also emphasises - as in the cases of Guinea-Bissau and Mozambique -

that "there is a clear need for greater coordinatjon between different donors".

Vietnam
Vvhile useful atpresent, the author believes thatsweden's the role of import support

in the Swedish aid programme should gradually be phased out in medium-term

perspectjve:

It follows from what has been said that the consultant believes that Sweden's
commodity import support programme in Vietnam should continue, and that it
should also continue to evolve. It is logical to seek to introduce the banks as a form
of intermediary for determining which productive units are creditworthy, although
the more successfully this is done, the more the present scheme will start to resemble
general balance of payments support. Import support, for the present, is still useful

in itself despite the very small (and declining) contribution which it makes to total
import capacity...

In the proximate future, however. say two to four years, a number of things are
likely to happen that will render this form of aid less appropriate. Hard currency
earnings will grow rapidly. The domestic banking system will become stronger and
more sophisticated. Production units will become more used to operating in market
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conditions, and those state owned enterprises that are unable to sustain themselves
profitably will become fewer in number. With the lifting of the U.S. embargo, the
World Bank and the Asian DevelopmentBank will again start disbursing (assuming
that arrears are cleared) and the japanese may be expected to mount an aid
programme. Directprivate foreign investment, particularlyfrom the Asian region,is
likely to expand rapidly. Meanwhile, the state's own revenue raising powers may be
expected to improve. If it so desires, the Vietnamese governmentwill be able to have
a structural adjustment programme - and some of the funding for it - from the IMF
and the World Bank.

All of these events will progressively render Sweden's presentform of commodity
import support programme less relevant to Vietnam's needs...

At that point, in the consultant's judgement, it will become appropriate for
Sweden to change its modality (andperhaps the scale) of its aid support forvietnam.
The commodity import support programme will have played its part and could be
phased out in favour of project support, humanitarian aid, and - in particular -
assistance through consultation technical assistance and training in the building of
institutions appropriate for the successful running of a market economy [ Faber ] .

As long as Sweden continues to give import support to Vietnam, the report
recommends afurther redirection of the supporttowards the private sector. The report
also recommends a continued active role in the policy dialogue:

Itfollows from all that has been written in this report, that it is not the size of the
import supportprogramme that is of primary concern VtThat is important is that the
programme should continue to be significant enough to justifyvietnam continuing
its productive policydialogue with the Swedish embassy and particularlywith SIDA'S
Development Cooperation Office in Hanoi, which in tum entails the potential for
Sweden to use some leverage in negotiating policy instruments, at least over those
ranges of policies that are likely to effect the developmental efliciency of its own aid
provisions.
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COCLUDlG REMAKS

Hopefully, the lengthy quotations in the preceding chapter from the counny studies
have served the purpose ofpresenting the different authors' main recommendations,
as fbrmulated in the reporlss. In order to provide a comprehensive overview of

similarities anddifferences in the fourcases, an attempthas been made in Table Tbelow

to summarise some of the main lessons and recommendations in a way that makes a

direct comparison possible. l hope the authors of the four reports will accept my

excuses for the somewhat rude way of summarising sophisticated and complex

arguments into a "yes" or "no" or "plus" or "minus".
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Table 7. Summary of some major conclusions and recommendations from the
four country studies.

GUB MOZ NIC VIE
Has Swedish import support played
a positive rule in the past? yes yes yes yes

Is today's structural
adjustment programme
successful and credible? no yes weII... yes

Is the programme reasonably
well in accordance with Sweden's
overall objecrives

for development assistance? no yes no yes

Agreement with the IMF
and the World Bank? I987 I 987 I 99 I no

Is the foreign exchange
constraint critical at present? yes yes no no

Is the domestic currency
overvalued? no no yes no

Was the domestic currency over-

valued before structural adjustment? yes! yes! yes! yes!

Has aid dependency increased

with structural adiustmenr? yes yes yes no

Would present policies be
sustainable with lower
Ievels of foreign aid? no no no yes

Should Sweden increase (+)
or decrease (-) its import
support in the near future.
or maintain it as it is (0)? 0 + 0

In a Ionger-term perspective? !

Should Sweden attempt to
control the use of counter-
part funds? no no yes no

Has Sweden been active in the
policy dialogue on
macroeconomic issues? no no a little yes
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Aid and Macroeconomi€$.'
AN EVALUATION oF SWEDISH IMPORT SUPPORT

To GUINEA-BlSSAU, MOZAMB1QUE, NICARAGUA AND VIETNAM

€

@ .
5; mport support is a form of foreign aid consisting of ;1 grant of foreign currency~ L

IQ?. £1

=
*i' to zi developing country. SIDA gives such grums lo certain cotmtries, on the

@V".V.Z,@ condition that the recipicnt governnicnts sell the foreign ctmöen(v to (iomestic

finns and implement economic reforms. SIDA paid SEK one hillion in import
supports to eight program ('ouutries during fiscal year 1991 - 1992.

SIDA recentlv commissioncd independent cvalu;1tions of import support to
Guinea-Bissau. Mozambique, I 'icaragua, and Vietnam. In this report. Stef}m lic
Vyldcr summarizcs these four studies as well ns reviewing the inzlcroc:- c( > 11< > 111ics ol'

import support.

Twenty vears age. import support was considercd a "rcsidual" for1n ofaid, ez1sx'

to administer but not, as good as project aid. Now it is considered an importanl wav

of supporting neccssarv economic reiorms in developing ('ountries.

Import support is largely motivated bv theories showing how slmrlages of capital
or foreign currency ("an hinder economic growth. De Vvlder wallis that aid can have

adverse effects on ai (leveloping (Tountry's Ioreign currency earnings, bv enztbling £1

recipient government to pursuc policies which hurt cxports, hy appreciating the
recipient countn"s exchange late, or bv increasing inflation.

L

The evaluations conclude that import support has played £1 positive rule in all

four (tountries, but the structural adjustment programs in these countries llave met
with mixed success. In all countries the foreign exchange rates had been signili -

cantlv ovewalued, and in most countries they are no longer. Foreign currencv will
1..

continue to be the key restrainl on growth in Guinea-Bissau and Mozambiquc in
the future.

(Iopies of this report can be ordered from SIDA. 5- 105 25 Stockholm. Sweden.
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